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Author‟s note:
(i) The focus of this present report is to understand how small and medium merchants
get affected when a customer makes a credit card payment instead of a debit-based
digital payment for services availed and goods purchased. We know that every debit and
credit card transaction attracts a merchant fee in the form of MDR. For debit cards this
MDR ranges from 0-0.9% of the transaction amount, while for credit cards it usually
ranges from 1-3%.
(ii) Unlike debit cards, in the case of credit cards there are two components of MDR –
one is same as that of a debit card while the other is the credit cost component. The
credit card payment system is not exclusively a payment system since it contains a
camouflaged loan product, which thus makes credit card MDR high.
(iii) While happily accepting payments through less expensive debit-based modes (like
debit cards/ BHIM-UPI/ etc., where consumer funds are used instantly), small and
medium merchants consciously promote the government‟s initiative on digital
payments. However, they fail to see why the much expensive payment mode – the credit
card – be thrust onto them. Presently, in case they want to deny acceptance of credit
card, it is difficult for them to distinguish a debit and a credit card during purchases,
more so after the QR code based payments are gaining grounds. Moreover, the card
payment network rules force merchants to honour all cards at par, i.e., merchants who
accept debit cards cannot deny credit cards. Resultantly, for small and medium
merchants, there exists a strong reason for not promoting acceptance of cards due to the
overall high associated MDR cost thrust on to them.
(iv) An avoidable element in the costs of digital payments is the credit cost that
piggybacks on payment cost and raises the overall cost burden. This report intends to
draw readers‟ attention on this anomaly and provides path to cross this major road block
to the spread of digital payments.
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Executive Summary and Major Action Points
1. The no surcharge rule on digital payments for services availed and goods purchased
was put in place with the intention to ensure that user of digital payments bear no
additional costs. The rule also ensures that there exists no discrimination between
various digital payment modes as well as with respect of cash usage.
2. A structured analysis shows that surcharging by agents is not only widespread but,
more seriously, there is colossal ignorance about the same among those who are
supposed to be monitoring/policing this rule. The plight of naïve users need not even be
mentioned. The flouting of the no surcharge rule is wringing the pockets of digital
payment users rampantly.
The government‟s efforts to promote the digital payment space
3. To see India move from being a largely cash-happy country to a digitally-savvy
nation, three years back the Government of India set forth cabinet approved guidelines
for Promotion of Payments through Cards and Digital means. The cabinet note gave
guidance to withdraw surcharges on retail digital payments and to rationalize the
Merchant Discount Rate (MDR).
4. Despite all efforts to promote digital payments, the growth and sustenance of digital
payments remains a concern for small and medium merchants. This is, inter alia, due to
the distortionary pricing of payment products (i.e., MDR) and the continued fraudulent
practice of surcharging by acquirer banks and big merchants. Small/medium merchants
on the one hand and customers on the other hand are losing out, hindering the
government‟s intent of broad basing digital payments.



Dr. Ashish Das is a Professor of Statistics with the Indian Institute of Technology Bombay. E-mail:
ashish@math.iitb.ac.in

Merchant Discount Rate is a service charge that banks take from merchants accepting card/digital
payments, which is usually a certain percentage of the transaction amount.
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Impact of credit cards and organised surcharges
5. It is estimated that the merchants were burdened with nearly Rs 100 Billion towards
credit card MDR in 2018 alone. This is exorbitant in contrast with the overall cost (Rs
35 Billion) towards debit card MDR, even though in value terms, credit and debit card
transactions are nearly the same – Rs 5.7 Trillion each in 2018.
6. Moreover, if we consider a conservative estimate of the true average differential of
MDR between credit cards and debits cards as 1%; on an average, credit cards have
burdened the payment system users by nearly Rs 60 Billion in 2018 alone. It is
noteworthy that, as with other business expenses, the high MDR of credit card drives up
the prices paid by all consumers, even for those who did not use credit cards while the
benefits of free credit and brownie points are enjoyed by the credit card holders alone.
7. Unauthorised surcharging has also burdened the payment system users with huge
additional costs. Just for the online payments, it has led to extortions by the acquirer
banks and their payment facilitators/aggregators to the tune of Rs 2 Billion in 2018
alone. This is a conservative estimate since we restrict only to the online credit and
debit card payments. Naïve card users, oblivious of the set rules and regulations that
prohibit surcharging, are ignorant of the fact that it is the banks that owe them this
fraudulently extorted money.
Organised surcharging is by the banks themselves
8. The acquirer banks have been vested with the responsibility to protect the card and
BHIM-UPI users in the country from illegal incidence of merchant surcharging.
Unfortunately, rather than merchants, it is banks themselves who are causing fraudulent
surcharging by resorting to outsourcing of their payments‟ services. Banks remain fully
liable. For instance in the case of online transactions, the acquirer banks, through their
payment facilitators/aggregators, add a surcharge amount in the final transaction
amount. As a consequence, the acquirer banks/ payment facilitators/aggregators expand
their business and revenue, at the cost of card and BHIM-UPI users. An analogy is a
situation where an autorickshaw has a fast tempered meter, or demands extra money to
take you to your destination; and one doesn‟t know how to smoothly get a redressal.
This does not mean that not highlighting the issue absolves the autorickshaw driver of
his fraudulent act of cheating/extortion.
9. For improvement in efficiency, in case we bring in more players, that should be
within the given cost structure of the ecosystem (e.g., food delivery Apps have not
increased food cost but rather increased sales for food venders which pays for the App
providers‟ revenue). Banks should not create layers that add to the costs of the digital


1 Billion = 100 Crore.
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payments ecosystem, making it expensive for end users. The relationship between a
bank (highly regulated entity) and a payment facilitator/aggregator (unregulated entities
within the regulated space) should be symbiotic whereby not only banks and
aggregators gain but the penetration of digital acceptability also grows. With a growing
pie, every entity‟s share enlarges. However, contrastingly, rather than a symbiotic
relation, if the aggregators become parasitic and feed on to the system by adding to its
cost, it will not only hurt the banks and their customers, but will also lead to loss of trust
in digital acceptability. This will be a retrograde step, negating all the efforts
government has put in towards promotion of payments through cards and digital means.
The responsibility to curtail such cost escalations should lie with the entity that has
brought the intermediaries in or are functioning with them. If banks are doing business
with them then banks have to own the responsibility.
Discriminatory ecosystem for credit cards
10. For two specific categories of merchants – the oil industry, and the Indian railways,
there exists a clear bias. These merchants are big and thus enjoy a significant hold on
policy matters to their advantage. They do not pay the MDR for credit card transactions,
though they bear the MDR in the case of debit cards. In fact, Indian Banks‟ Association
has instructed the acquirer banks not to impose credit card MDR onto fuel dealers and
instead surcharge the credit card holders for the same. However, when it comes to the
small and medium merchants, there is discrimination since the credit card MDR is
unilaterally thrust on them. Given that urban India has the largest share of small and
medium merchants and also deepest penetration of credit cards, Reserve Bank of India
(RBI) and the government need to eliminate such bias.
11. Are digital payments a necessity for one merchant (and so fees are controlled and
low) and a luxury for another (and so fees are high)? If not, why do card payment
networks discriminate merchants on the basis of merchant categories when it comes to
interchange? The interchanges arrived at by the card payment networks are usually ad
valorem. In the case of credit cards, the ad valorem interchange is extensively
differentiated based on type of merchant (e.g., 0.7% for private utilities and 1.85-2.02%
for small general stores). The differentiation has been made to such an extent that it can
be almost three times more expensive for small and medium merchants as compared to
bigger merchants like private utilities, say. This is so despite the issuer bank‟s cost to
serve is same whether the credit card is used at a post office or a supermarket or a small
general store irrespective of the volume of business. In the interest of being fair to small
and medium merchants, the ad valorem interchange should be a fixed percentage and
not change from one merchant category to another. This will, however, not affect the
acquirer banks‟ commission.


Interchange or issuer interchange is the share of the MDR that the issuer bank keeps as their
commission. Thus, MDR comprises of the interchange and the acquirer‟s commission.
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The burden of credit pollutes the digital payment space
12. An avoidable element in the costs of digital payments is the credit cost that
piggybacks on payment cost and raises the overall cost burden. For small and medium
merchants – the largest in number among the merchant community – this cost hurts.
Such merchants hesitate to accept credit cards, since for them credit card MDR is 23%, but are happy to accept debit cards that bear an average effective MDR of less than
0.4%? The present study showcases that while for big merchants who are not ready to
bear this credit cost, the banks resort to surcharging; for small and medium merchants,
who have no bargaining power and no saviour, the cost burden continues to be theirs.
Moreover, with front ends like physical cards and BharatQR, the merchant cannot
upfront distinguish whether the card presented by customer is debit or credit card. Thus,
despite all efforts by RBI and the government on the MDR front, we are unable to see a
seamless and happily acceptable digital payments infrastructure vis-à-vis cash.
13. So as to overcome the adverse scenarios and possible regulatory lacuna, we give
following recommendations.
Major action points and recommendations

MDR and surcharging for debit-based transactions:
i) All debit-based payment modes like debit cards/ prepaid cards/ mobile wallets/
BHIM-UPI/ NEFT/ net banking/ etc. use consumer funds instantly. Accordingly, for all
types of debit-based payment modes, MDR should not exceed that of debit cards.
(Paragraph 4.26)
(Action- RBI/government)
ii) Merchants are usually paying monthly/annual fees for the physical POS or the
payment gateway infrastructure. Moreover, the QR code based debit card/ BHIM-UPI/
etc. acceptance infrastructure is asset light. Accordingly, MDR should be brought down
to zero for all debit-based transactions not exceeding a reasonably small amount, say Rs
1000. The payments ecosystem would bear the expenditure for these small transactions
akin to free ATM withdrawals. This move would also help in migration of ATM
expenses to digital payments based expenses. Alongside, free-ATM withdrawals should
be reduced in urban India.
(Paragraph 6.9)
(Action- RBI/government)



MDR is arrived by adding to the 1.85-2.02% interchange, about 0.3-0.5% acquirer bank‟s
commission and further topping it with GST.
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iii) For the asset light QR code based debit card acceptance RBI has set MDR caps at
0.3% and 0.8%, only 10 basis points lower than the physical POS debit card acceptance
(where MDR is 0.4% and 0.9%). However, this differential is not commensurate enough
to promote such asset light payments infrastructure. For asset light QR code based debit
card/ BHIM-UPI/ etc. acceptance infrastructure, the MDR should be 30-60% lower than
the physical POS debit card infrastructure.
(Paragraph 6.10)
(Action- RBI/government)
iv) The „no surcharge rule‟ should be strictly applied and enforced for all debit-based
payment modes. Public awareness against surcharging should be promoted along with
developing streamlined processes of reporting a surcharge and getting appropriate
redressal in form of a chargeback.
(Paragraphs 4.26-4.28)
(Action- Banks/payment networks/RBI/government)

MDR and surcharging for credit card transactions:
v) Merchants have to honour and accept debit and credit cards at par. For them, the ease
of receiving money is the same for both debit and credit card. However, the high MDR
for credit card acceptance overburdens small and medium merchants. Thus, from a
merchant‟s perspective the rules of credit card MDR need to be aligned with those of
debit card MDR. Accordingly, the extant rules and regulations set towards MDR/
interchange/ acquirer commission for debit cards should apply for credit cards as well.
(Paragraphs 5.19-5.23)
(Action- RBI/government)
vi) The cost of credit associated with credit card usage should be borne by the credit
card user and not the merchant (who is presently bearing it by default). This does not
imply that we allow merchants to surcharge for credit card usage since surcharging in
the hands of a merchant has a potential of misuse by the unregulated merchant space
and may not only be retrograde to the use of digital payments but also negatively impact
customers‟ sentiments. Issuer banks alone should be allowed to impose any additional
fees on to their credit card users for every credit card transaction and this should reflect
in the credit card monthly statements.
(Paragraphs 5.19-5.23)
(Action- RBI/government)
vii) The credit card issuing bank should keep credit card holders informed of their
Board-approved schedule of credit fees depending on the credit card type.
(Paragraphs 5.19-5.23)
(Action- RBI)
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On regulatory compliance – Correcting for fraudulently extorted money:
viii) To be fair to the card holders and BHIM-UPI users, all instances of organised
surcharging by the acquirer banks or their facilitators/aggregators should get corrected
with retrospective effect.
(Paragraph 4.37)
(Action- RBI/government)
ix) Using the merchant‟s payment transaction ID, the banks should systematically
reverse all instances of such surcharges that were carried out by acquirer banks or their
facilitators/aggregators in a manner that all eligible bona fide bank customers are able to
see such surcharge reversal amounts.
(Paragraph 6.5)
(Action- RBI/government)

Terms related to the card payments
1. The acquiring bank (also merchant bank or acquirer) is the financial institution that
maintains the merchant‟s bank account. The contract with the acquirer enables merchants
to process credit and debit card transactions. The acquiring bank passes the merchant‟s
transactions along to the applicable issuing banks to receive payment.
2. The issuing bank is the financial institution that issues credit and debit cards to
consumers on behalf of the card payment networks (Visa, Mastercard, RuPay). The
issuer acts as the middle-man for the consumer and the card payment network by
contracting with the cardholders for the terms of the repayment of transactions.
3. The processor is an organization contracted with the acquirer to process the credit and
debit card transactions.
4. The payment gateway is essentially the card-not-present version of the point-of-sale
terminal. This service provider relays transaction information from the merchant to the
processor. The payment gateway is responsible for acquiring transaction authorization
and data encryption.
5. Other third-party service providers used by card-not-present merchants include
payment facilitators/aggregators.
6. The acquirer assigns a Merchant Identification Number (MID). This unique code is
similar to a bank account number. It‟s used to identify the merchant while processing
transactions.
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Abstract
Government of India on February 29, 2016 came out with cabinet approved guidelines
for Promotion of Payments through Cards and Digital means. These guidelines provide
some directions setting catalysts to migrate the country to a digital payment embracing
society. Apart from rationalizing merchant discount rate (MDR), the guidelines
emphasise withdrawal of any merchant charges (called surcharge) imposed on
consumers while paying through cards and digital means.
During the past three years, India has seen a transformational shift of the government‟s
push to promote digital payments. The demonetisation of specified bank notes gave a
catalytic effect and led to several innovative payment products. Both RBI and the
government contributed significantly by bringing in regulatory changes and incentives
for end users.
However, despite all efforts by RBI and the government, there are several friction points
that still inhibit the promotion of payments through cards and digital means. Focusing
on MDR and related surcharge on digital payments, we look into possible sanitisation of
distortions in the digital payments space.
After a quick look into the recent growth in the retail digital payments, we discuss some
of the regulations enforced and their impact on the retail payment space, particularly
those on surcharges in digital payments. We show multiple instances of organised
surcharging on debit/credit card and BHIM-UPI transactions in violation to extant rules
and regulations. We bring to light the extant lack of accountability of acquirer banks
and card payment networks. Also, the ecosystem‟s creation of a dichotomy while
allowing banks to surcharge on credit cards for only a certain category of merchants in a
discriminatory fashion is also discussed. Finally, we give some concluding remarks and
show the way forward.

*
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I. Introduction
The government‟s move
1.1 In order to set catalysts for the digital payment systems, Government of India on
February 29, 2016 came out with cabinet approved guidelines for the „Promotion of
Payments through Cards and Digital means‟. The Finance Ministry‟s office
memorandum provides broad guidelines on the way forward for promotion of digital
payments (reference [7]). In what follows, we quote specific provisions therein, which
is the focus of this report.
“4. Definition
Digital transactions are defined as transactions in which the customer authorizes the transfer of
money through electronic means, and the funds flow directly from one account to another.
These accounts could be held in banks, or with entities/ providers. These transfers could be done
through means of cards (debit / credit), mobile wallets, mobile apps, net banking, Electronic
Clearing Service (ECS), National Electronic Fund Transfer (NEFT), Immediate Payment
Service (IMPS), pre-paid instruments or other similar means.
…
6. Short Term Steps
The Short Term Steps for Promotion of Payments through Card/ Digital Means, which will be
implemented within one year, are suggested as follows:
A. Promotion of Card/ Digital Transactions in Government Payments and Collections
i. Government Departments/ Organizations/ Central Public Sector Undertakings/Anchor
Networks shall take steps to
(a) withdraw convenience fee/service charge/surcharge on customers who prefer to make
card/ digital payments for essential commodities, utility service providers, petrol pumps,
gas agencies, railway tickets /IRCTC, tax department, museums, monuments etc.;
(b) take appropriate steps to bear MDR cost like other merchants;
…
B. Measures for Wider Adoption of Card/ Digital Transactions
i. Department of Financial Services/RBI shall take steps to
(a) rationalize Merchant Discount Rate (MDR) on Card transactions;
…”

1.2 Earlier, in September 2012, Reserve Bank of India (RBI) mandated banks to cap
debit card Merchant Discount Rate1 (MDR) at 0.75% for transactions upto Rs 2000 and
1% for transactions above Rs 2000. This continued till November 8, 2016. Moreover,

1

Merchant Discount Rate or Merchant Discount Fee is a service charge that banks take from merchants
accepting card/digital payments, which is usually a certain percentage of the transaction amount. The
MDR paid by merchants is shared by acquirer banks, issuer banks and the card payment networks.
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since their inception in India, the „no surcharge rule‟2 had been put in place by the card
payment networks (like Visa / Mastercard / RuPay) for card based POS transactions3.
The demonetization
1.3 The demonetization of Rs 500 and Rs 1000 bank notes on November 8, 2016
inherently acted as a strong short term catalyst to set an increased pace for
implementation of the government‟s „Short Term Steps‟.
1.4 Immediately after the demonetization of the specified bank notes, the government
prompted banks to temporarily waive MDR imposed on merchants. Moreover,
surcharging stopped in credit and debit card payments.
1.5 Thus, for the two-month period till end-December 2016, banks were not generating
any direct revenue from debit and credit card transactions either from merchants or card
users. This was so despite banks incurring heavy cost for providing the card based
payment system to the country.
The period January-December 2017
1.6 Subsequently, RBI effective January 1, 2017 rationalized the MDR on debit cards
by capping it at (i) 0.25% for transactions valued up to Rs 1000, (ii) 0.5% for
transactions valued in excess of Rs 1000 but not exceeding Rs 2000, and (iii) 1% for
transactions valued in excess of Rs 2000. The RBI's new caps on debit card MDR were
a substantial reduction to the RBI's pre-demonetization cap of 0.75% for transactions
valued up to Rs 2000.
1.7 With the government's decision to promote cashless transactions by disallowing
government merchants to surcharge card users, RBI (based on a government decision),
issued directions (reference [18]) in September 2017. All acquirer banks (banks which
acquire the transactions) were to claim reimbursement of MDR charges on debit cards
from RBI for government transactions up to Rs one lakh. The acquirer banks were
directed not to deduct MDR charges from the receipts of government. It was
categorically mentioned that MDR charges on debit card transactions above Rs one lakh
and on any credit card transaction would not be absorbed by the government and hence

2

The „no surcharge rule‟ states that no merchant must require any cardholder to pay a surcharge or any
part of any merchant discount or any contemporaneous finance charge in connection with a transaction.
Here, a surcharge means any fee charged in connection with a transaction that is not charged if another
payment method is used.
3
“POS transaction” is a Point of Sale (POS) transaction that occurs at a merchant location, whether in a
Card-present environment at an attended or unattended POS terminal, or in a Card-not-present
environment. In a Card-not-present environment, this may include electronic commerce (“ecommerce”), mail order, phone order, or recurring payment transactions.
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will not be reimbursed by RBI. However, the acquirer banks were directed not to deduct
MDR charges from the receipts of the government in these cases also.4
The period January 2018 onwards
1.8 Effective January 1, 2018, RBI tweaked MDR rules and claimed that it would
encourage small businesses to accept debit card payments. For businesses with annual
revenue below Rs 20 lakh, RBI capped the debit card MDR at 0.4% of transaction value
or Rs 200, whichever is lower. For others, the debit card MDR was capped at 0.9% of
the transaction value or Rs 1000, whichever is lower. For QR code based debit card
acceptance, the MDR caps were set 10 basis points lower than the physical POS and
online debit card acceptance infrastructure.
1.9 In parallel, effective 1 January 2018, the government decided to bear MDR for two
years on all Debit Card/BHIM-UPI/Aadhaar-Pay transactions valued up to Rs 2000.
However, the government fixed the MDR at 0.4% of the transaction value for debit card
transactions up to Rs 2000. In effect, due to the government‟s intervention, RBI‟s
decision to allow banks to charge up to 0.9% as MDR for businesses with annual
revenue of Rs 20 lakh or more (even for transaction amounts less than Rs 2000), got
overruled and the banks are now getting only 0.4% as MDR for such transactions.
Corresponding to this MDR of 0.4%, the interchange5 fixed by card payment networks
is 0.15%.
1.10 The acquirer banks are governed by the extant rules and regulations prohibiting a
surcharge on payments. The Government of India supplemented RBI‟s direction on the
same and prohibited acquirer banks from on-boarding merchants if MDR charges are
designed to be passed onto the customers while accepting payments through debit
cards/BHIM-UPI/Aadhaar Pay.6 RBI and the government remain unsure of the
approach for credit card surcharges and are therefore silent on the same. Their silence
thus implicitly endorses the extant card payment network rules in India that prohibit

4

RBI further reiterates that “It may please be noted that as directed by the O/o the CGA vide its OM
No.S-11012/1(12)/MDR/2017/RBD/824-894 dated May 11, 2017, agency banks which have remitted
the net amount of Government receipts after deduction of MDR charges to the Ministries/Departments
in contravention of the guidelines referred to above are required to remit the MDR charges so deducted
immediately to the concerned Ministry/Department under intimation to Reserve Bank of India.”
5
Interchange or issuer interchange is the share of the MDR that the issuer bank keeps as their
commission. Thus, MDR comprises of the interchange and the acquirer‟s commission.
6
RBI‟s December 6, 2017 notification says “Banks are also advised to ensure that merchants onboarded by them do not pass on MDR charges to customers while accepting payments through
debit cards.”
The government‟s December 27, 2017 Gazette of India: Extraordinary notification says “In line with
the RBI instructions dated 6.12.2017, the agreements should include a clause that MDR charges
should not be passed on by the merchants to the customers while accepting payments through
debit cards/BHIM UPI/Aadhaar Pay.”
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acquirer banks to do card payments business with any entity that disregards the
prohibition of surcharging credit card transactions.
The special status of two merchant categories - the saga of OMCs and Railways
1.11 During late 1990s, the card payment networks allowed surcharging in India for fuel
merchants. Later, they also agreed for railways to surcharge card payments. As a result,
the fuel retailers and dealers or the Oil Marketing Companies (OMCs) never paid any
MDR on credit and debit cards for fuel purchase, and instead a surcharge of 2.5% was
imposed.
1.12 During demonetization, all surcharges had stopped including for fuel purchases.
However, with RBI's new regulation on MDR that came into effect from January 1,
2017, the banks decided to impose MDR on fuel dealers @ 1% on credit cards; and as
per the caps set by RBI for debit cards. Such a move by the banks resulted in
controversies and the government had to intervene.
1.13 Based on several rounds of negotiations, the OMCs, on behalf of their fuel dealers,
decided to pay 0.75% as MDR on debit card transactions. Of the 0.75% MDR, the
interchange fixed by card payment networks is 0.5%. As on date, for transactions valued
up to Rs 2000, the government bears the MDR for all merchants @ 0.4%.
1.14 In the case of credit cards, however, Indian Banks' Association (IBA) has
instructed the banks (vide its notification, dated September 20, 2017 to its member
banks) not to impose MDR on fuel dealers or OMCs for credit card transactions.
Contrary to government's earlier bid to promote cashless transactions by eliminating
surcharges levied on credit (and debit cards) for fuel purchase, IBA prompted the banks
to impose a maximum of 1% fuel payment surcharge onto credit card users for purchase
of fuel. This notification indicated that their instructions should be positively
implemented by all banks on or before 15 February 2018. Of the 1% fuel payment
surcharge, the interchange fixed by card payment networks is 0.75%.
An outline of what follows
1.15 After presenting some time series payment statistics, we discuss extant rules on
payment surcharge and convenience fees. In Section 4 we focus on instances of
organised surcharging in violation to extant rules and regulations. In Section 5 we
highlight creation of a dichotomy while allowing banks to surcharge on credit cards, in
a discriminatory fashion, for only two merchant categories (fuel and railways). Finally,
in Section 6, we give some concluding remarks and show the way forward.
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II. The card and BHIM-UPI transactions
The card transactions
2.1 Considering the RBI data on card transactions, we see the trend over the past
decade. As seen from Chart 1, two points of trend shift for debit card transactions (visà-vis credit cards) is seen around October 2012 and then October 2016. These could be
attributed to regulatory measures on debit card MDR starting September 2012 and
November 2016. However, as acknowledged by RBI the effectiveness of the September
2012 measure was shadowed by the bundling of MDR for credit-debit combine by the
acquirer banks. However, by November 2016, this was controlled through fresh
directions from RBI (reference [12]). Furthermore, since November 2016 there had
been a significant growth in POS deployment and this supported debit card transactions
under the reduced MDR regime.
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Chart 1: Card transactions in volume and value terms
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2.2 There is a possibility that the effect of reduced MDR (from October 2012 onwards
and then again a further reduction from November 2016) marked an increase in
acceptability of debit cards for small and medium merchants. Chart 2 depicts this in
form of increase in average usage per debit card despite increase in the number of
outstanding debit cards throughout the period April 2011 through October 2018. With
reduced MDR the card acceptability impacted increased usage of debit cards.
Additionally, the number of POS terminals increased from 0.60 Million7 to 3.45 Million
during this period.
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Chart 2: (i) Average Transactions per Debit Card and (ii) Debit Card Outstanding
The BHIM-UPI transactions
2.3 BHIM-UPI has shown its potential and is catching up as a strong means for retail
merchant transactions after its initial months of exclusive person to person transactions
(Chart 3). With over 500 million BHIM-UPI transactions and considering that it
constitutes 25% of merchant transactions, a figure of 125 Million merchant initiated
transactions is a very good performance. The effect of merchant transactions catching
up is getting reflected by a sharp upward growth in transactions after August 2018.
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Chart 3: BHIM-UPI transactions in volume and value terms
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2.4 We see that many online payment gateways have added UPI as a method of
payment alongside debit cards. For physical POS terminals and BHIM QRcode (or
BharatQR), good net connectivity on the go is required and may sometime create
frictions. Features similar to Android pay/ Google pay/ Apple pay for POS terminal
based transactions may possibly be built to encourage BHIM-UPI retail payments in
absence of mobile phone‟s net connectivity.
The MDR revenue from card transactions
2.5 Nearly 25% of the debit cards transactions are RuPay transactions while the
remaining 75% majorly constitutes Mastercard and Visa transactions. With regards
credit cards, the major share of transactions lie with Mastercard and Visa since RuPay
has entered in this business only recently (with barely 0.2 Million RuPay credit cards
issued by banks).8
2.6 Banks earn revenue from every transaction through the MDR imposed on
merchants. This is in addition to a fixed monthly fee paid for the POS setup by the bank
at the merchant location (offline and online). Chart 4 shows that since October 2012
there has been a 600% increase in revenue earned by banks through debit card MDR.
For credit card this increase has been nearly 400%. Together the banks and card
payment networks are currently generating revenue of nearly Rs 11 Billion every month
from MDR paid by the merchants.
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Chart 4: Banks‟ revenue from card MDR
2.7 Considering an average MDR of 1.7%, based on RBI‟s credit card data, the
merchants were burdened with nearly Rs 100 Billion towards credit card MDR in 2018
alone. This is exorbitant in contrast with the overall money (around Rs 35 Billion @
0.6% MDR) paid by merchants or borne by the government towards debit card MDR in
8

In addition to Mastercard, Visa and RuPay, RBI has licensed two more card payment networks, i.e.,
American Express and Diners.
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2018. It is noteworthy that the total share of transactions, in value terms, for credit and
debit cards are nearly same – for the year 2018, it was nearly Rs 5.7 Trillion for each of
them.
2.8 The banks‟ credit card MDR revenue increased significantly as the reduced MDR
regulations on debit cards gave a push on card acceptability. The average transactions
per credit card increased from about 1.5 to 3.5 per month despite increase in the number
of outstanding credit cards throughout the period April 2011 through October 2018
(Chart 5).
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Data Source: RBI
Chart 5: (i) Average Transactions per Credit Card and (ii) Credit Card Outstanding
2.9 The year 2018 saw a steady growth in credit and debit cards and their usage. The
number of POS terminals also grew (Table 1).
Table 1: Credit and Debit card data and number of POS for 2018
Credit Card Usage
at POS

Debit Card Usage
at POS

Number of Number of Number of
Credit Card Debit Card
POS

Month-Year
Volume
(Million)

Value
(Rs Billion)

Volume
(Million)

Value
(Rs Billion)

(Million)

(Million)

(Million)

Jan-2018

130.0

414.4

301.4

411.0

36.2

846.7

3.1

Feb-2018

114.8

376.6

282.0

370.4

36.9

855.4

3.1

Mar-2018

127.3

443.1

318.9

418.6

37.5

861.1

3.1

Apr-2018

132.3

448.3

333.8

454.6

37.8

906.4

3.2

May-2018

138.3

472.8

352.1

468.1

38.6

924.0

3.2

Jun-2018

136.0

462.8

358.8

479.2

39.4

944.3

3.3

Jul-2018

145.0

477.6

367.4

483.1

40.2

962.0

3.3

Aug-2018

144.2

479.8

357.2

489.7

41.0

980.2

3.3

Sep-2018

138.2

461.0

362.7

458.4

41.8

982.4

3.4

Oct-2018

161.1

561.8

393.4

543.0

42.7

998.6

3.5

Nov-2018

145.8

516.2

376.6

540.4

43.2

992.4

3.5

Dec-2018

158.3

542.3

387.5

531.4

44.2

958.2

3.6

Total

1,671.3

5,656.7

4,191.8

5,647.8

Data Source: RBI
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2.10 Finally, we present the contribution of banks towards the card ecosystem. Looking
at the credit card business, HDFC Bank, SBI, ICICI Bank and Axis Bank constitute the
Big Four. They contribute to more than 70% of the country‟s credit card business in
volume and value terms (Table 2). However, when it comes to debit cards, the business
is about 60%. The Big Four thrust a heavy credit cost burden on the acceptance
infrastructure. Chart 6 shows the share of credit card transactions within The Big Four.
Table 2: Outstanding cards and POS transactions done by cards issued by the bank - November 2018
Banks
HDFC Bank
SBI
ICICI Bank
Axis Bank
The Big Four
Total (excluding Amex)
The Big Four as a % of Total

Credit Cards
Debit Cards
Outstanding
Outstanding
Txn Volume Txn Value
Txn Volume Txn Value
cards
cards
(Million)
(Rs Billion)
(Million)
(Rs Billion)
(Million)
(Million)
12.1
40.2
148.6
26.7
45.8
70.3
7.3
22.9
89.8
323.1
109.0
166.5
5.8
19.7
55.8
45.0
37.6
57.3
5.2
14.0
51.3
27.0
26.0
40.2
30.4
96.7
345.5
421.7
218.4
334.3
41.9
139.5
469.4
992.6
376.6
540.4
73

69

74

42

58

62

Data Source: RBI
- Total is based on all banks excluding American Express which issues only Amex credit cards.

Share of credit card transactions

The share within The Big Four
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15%
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26%
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43%
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74%
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Data Source: Table 2
Chart 6: Share of credit card transactions (in value terms)
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III. Surcharge, convenience fee and payment facilitators
Surcharge and convenience fee
3.1 First of all we should clearly understand what constitutes a surcharge. Most banks,
either by design or unintentionally, try to misguide by claiming a surcharge as being a
“convenience fee”. Though surcharging card payments is prohibited, convenience fee is
technically allowed only in case of card-not-present transactions (i.e., online
transactions). There is a subtle difference between a surcharge and a convenience fee.
3.2 Card corporations define this well9
“A Merchant must not directly or indirectly require any Cardholder to pay a
surcharge or any part of any Merchant discount or any contemporaneous
finance charge in connection with a Transaction. A Merchant may provide a
discount to its customers for cash payments. A Merchant is permitted to charge
a fee (such as a bona fide commission, postage, expedited service or
convenience fees, and the like) if the fee is imposed on all like transactions
regardless of the form of payment used, or as the Corporation has expressly
permitted in writing.
For purposes of this Rule:
1. A surcharge is any fee charged in connection with a Transaction that is not
charged if another payment method is used.
2. The Merchant discount fee is any fee a Merchant pays to an Acquirer so that
the Acquirer will acquire the Transactions of the Merchant.”

3.3 For the purpose of illustration, Jet Airways imposes a convenience fee for purchase
of air tickets on their website, which is payment method agnostic. Such a convenience
fee has nothing to do specifically with payments and is declared much before the
payment page comes up. For that matter, many more online merchants – MakeMyTrip,
BookMyShow, etc. – do the same which, as on date, is perfectly in order. Just calling a
merchant‟s fee as „convenience fee‟ does not mean that it is not a surcharge unless
of course the convenience fee satisfies the explicit definition as laid down by card
payment networks (and that includes a condition that convenience fee needs to be
payment method agnostic).
9

The card payment networks have allowed surcharging in India for only two merchant specific
categories – fuel and railways. Accordingly, the same is communicated under the MOST IMPORTANT
TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF CREDIT/DEBIT CARD and under the Schedule of Charges. However, this got
overruled for debit cards through the RBI January 2018 mandate. It is pertinent to mention here that in
October 2009 only Mastercard (not Visa) announced their India program – Convenience Fee Program
for Education and Government Merchants. This Program is subject to a condition that "the convenience
fee does not discriminate against or discourage the use of Mastercard in favor of any acceptance brand
deemed by Mastercard to be a competitive brand". However, Visa‟s prohibition on surcharge remained
mandatory as they did not introduce a program similar to Mastercard. Thus, Mastercard‟s program
became discriminatory against Visa, and so technically it is not tenable. Moreover, it is impractical to
selectively surcharge Mastercard cardholders but not Visa/RuPay cardholders.
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3.4 Imposition of convenience fee is just like a charge for a service, and it remains
merchant‟s prerogative to apply such a charge for rendering its service. Acquirer banks
have no business to either workout such convenience fees or reflect such fees in their
payment related activity. Whatever a merchant decides as his net selling price (within
extant business rules) is transmitted by the merchant to the acquirer bank (or any entity
working on behalf of the acquirer bank). Thereafter the acquirer bank cannot manipulate
or influence the selling price amount while processing the transaction.
3.5 Since their inception, the card payment networks have clearly enforced the „no
surcharge rule‟ in India with full responsibility vested onto the acquirer banks for
compliance. The card payment networks have set procedures for acquirer banks to
acquire merchants through execution of proper merchant agreements. All provisions
required to be included in a merchant agreement have been laid down by the card
payment networks. It is considered a failure of an acquirer banks not to include the
substance of any one or more of the network standards in the merchant agreement. The
RBI and the government are in sync with the card payment networks on the surcharging
standards, at least explicitly for debit cards and, implicitly for credit cards. RBI
highlighted (reference [5]) the no surcharge rule for debit cards as early as September,
2013. Department of Banking Supervision of RBI brought out a 2013 circular which
stated that:
“Levying fees on debit card transactions by merchants— There are instances
where merchant establishments levy fee as a percentage of the transaction
value as charges on customers who are making payments for purchase of
goods and services through debit cards. Such fee are not justifiable and are
not permissible as per the bilateral agreement between the acquiring bank
and the merchants and therefore calls for termination of the relationship of
the bank with such establishments.
Though many banks have appreciated our concerns and have discontinued
with the above mentioned practices/ products, some of them still seem to
persist with them. These practices/ products thwart the very principle of fair
and transparent pricing of products which beholds customer rights and
customer protection, especially, in the more vulnerable retail segment. Such
practices thus violate, both in letter and spirit, various provisions of our MC
on Interest Rate on Advances and therefore, you are advised to strictly desist
from these practices hence forth.”
3.6 Moreover, in order to encourage banks to expand card acceptance infrastructure to a
wider segment of merchants across all geographical locations and considering the
experience gained by banks in merchant acquiring business, on May 26, 2016, RBI
advised banks that they may put in place their own Board-approved policy on merchant
acquisition (reference [10]). Accordingly, with acquirer banks being so proactive in
14
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surcharging credit card purchases, a question arise as to „whether the bank's Boardapproved policy on merchant acquisitions explicitly rejected card payment
networks' bar on credit card surcharges?‟
Payment facilitators and card payment network rules
3.7 Payment facilitators are intermediaries that facilitate acquirer banks to on-board
merchants. A payment facilitator is called an aggregator when it acquires a merchant
simultaneously for more than one acquiring bank. Card payment networks have also
laid down proper framework for acquiring banks to acquire transactions through
payment-facilitator acquired merchants. Some of the prominent payment facilitators are
BillDesk, CCAvenue, TechProcess, Paytm, SBIePay, ATOM, etc. When such payment
facilitators on-board or acquire merchants, these merchants become submerchants of the
acquirer banks. When the facilitators execute merchant agreements, they in turn become
submerchant agreements for the acquirer banks.
3.8 Prior to the commencement of business by a payment facilitator, the acquirer bank
and the payment facilitator enter into a written agreement describing the Program
Service to be performed (the “Program Service agreement”). In the event of any
inconsistency between any provision of the Program Service agreement and the card
payment network standards, the standards prevail.
3.9 An acquirer bank is entirely responsible to control their payment facilitators and
enforce all program management and operating policies in accordance with the card
payment network standards. The card payment network standards require that the
acquirer bank must not transfer or assign any part of its responsibilities or in any way
limit its responsibility with regard to any of its facilitators. An acquirer bank must
conduct meaningful monitoring of its facilitators to ensure ongoing compliance by its
facilitators with the standards.
The required submerchant agreement terms
3.10 A payment facilitator may enter into a submerchant agreement with a submerchant
of an acquirer bank for the purpose of facilitating the acquirer‟s acquiring of
transactions of the submerchant. The submerchant agreement must conform to standards
pertaining to merchant agreements of acquirer banks.
3.11 As regards the acquirers‟ responsibility for payment facilitator and submerchant
activity, the acquirer is responsible for all acts and omissions of a payment facilitator
and of any submerchant. As per the card payment networks‟ requirement of the
„Submerchant Agreement Terms‟, the following holds:
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“A Submerchant Agreement must include all provisions required to be included in
a Merchant Agreement… The failure of the Payment Facilitator to include the
substance of any one or more of such Standards in the Submerchant Agreement or
the grant of a variance by the Corporation with respect to any one or more such
Standards does not relieve an Acquirer from responsibility for chargebacks or
compliance related to the Activity of or use of the Marks by the Submerchant.”
3.12 Thus, the submerchant agreement must, in substance, include all required
provisions of the card payment network. In the event of any inconsistency between any
provision of the submerchant agreement and the standards, the standards will govern.
The submerchant agreement must not contain any terms that conflict with any standard.
3.13 Based on the above understanding henceforth, unless expressed otherwise, we
write in a language where any act of a payment facilitator is viewed as an act of the
acquirer bank when it comes to violation of card payment network rules.
3.14 As an illustration, we provide two sample submerchant agreements procured for
the purpose of this study from two aggregators. Here, HDFC Bank, SBI, ICICI Bank
and Axis Bank are the banks who acquire the transactions. For any commission or
omission in the submerchant agreement, these banks remain liable. RBI doesn‟t directly
regulate the aggregators just as Business Correspondents (BCs) are not directly
monitored by RBI.
The mushrooming of unregulated entities within the regulated space
3.15 The digital payment space, at the basic level, comprises of five players – card
holders, merchants, issuing bank, acquiring banks and card payment networks. Within
these players the service can be availed and provided. For improvement in efficiency, in
case we bring in more players, that should be within the given cost structure of the
ecosystem (e.g., food delivery Apps have not increased food cost but rather increased
sales for food venders which pays for the App providers‟ revenue). Banks should not
create layers that add to the costs of the digital payments ecosystem, making it
expensive for end users.
3.16 The relationship between a bank (highly regulated entity) and a payment
facilitator/aggregator (unregulated entities within the regulated space) should be
symbiotic whereby not only banks and aggregators gain but the penetration of digital
acceptability also grows. With a growing pie, every entity‟s share enlarges. However,
contrastingly, rather than a symbiotic relation, if the aggregators become parasitic and
feed on to the system by adding to its cost, it will not only hurt the banks and their
customers, but will also lead to loss of trust in digital acceptability. This will be a
retrograde step, negating all the efforts government has put in towards promotion of
payments through cards and digital means.
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3.17 The responsibility to curtail such cost escalations should lie with the entity that has
brought the intermediaries in or are functioning with them. If banks are doing business
with them then banks have to own the responsibility. In June 2016 RBI‟s Payment and
Settlement Systems in India VISION-2018 document, mooted the idea of regulating the
payment facilitators/aggregators and the payment gateway service providers. Recently,
RBI‟s February 2019 Statement on Developmental and Regulatory Policies reiterated
the need of regulating such entities and indicated that a discussion paper on the same
will be placed in the public domain for consultation with the stakeholders.
The status of “no surcharge rule” – International scenario
3.18 Australia, Mexico and New Zealand: Credit and debit card payment surcharge is
permitted. However, there is a ban on merchants from charging payment surcharges that
are excessive, i.e., from charging a customer more than what it costs the merchant to
process the payment. A merchant is not required to impose a payment surcharge, but if
it chooses to then it is only allowed to pass on to the customer the costs that the
merchant was charged for accepting card payments.
3.19 United States of America: As a result of a legal settlement to resolve claims
brought by a group of merchants, effective January 27, 2013, all merchants may add a
surcharge to certain credit card transactions. The ability to surcharge applies only to
credit card purchases, and only under certain conditions. The merchants may assess a
surcharge on credit card purchases that does not exceed the MDR for the applicable
credit card surcharged. However, only eleven states (California, Colorado, Connecticut,
Florida, Kansas, Maine, Massachusetts, New York, Oklahoma, Texas and Puerto Rico)
have laws that prohibit merchants from charging consumers with surcharges on credit
card transactions. However, throughout the country, merchants cannot surcharge
debit card or prepaid card purchases.
3.20 Europe: Under payment rules in Europe, effective January 13, 2018, certain types
of payment surcharging are banned. The ban applies to all consumer cards, which
includes debit and credit cards. The surcharge ban aims to protect consumers across
Europe by prohibiting merchants from charging consumers additional fees for making
payments by certain payment methods. For example, merchants, including ticketing,
travel and food delivery websites, are no longer allowed to charge consumers additional
fees for paying by debit or credit card.
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IV. Organised surcharging by banks
4.1 During the course of this research, we came across several merchants facilitated by
acquirer banks to surcharge. The prevalence of surcharging was not one off but fairly
rampant. We discuss here few merchants only.
NPS Trust – Debit card surcharge
4.2 As early as March 17, 2018, a concern of surcharging by the merchant National
Pension System (NPS) Trust was brought to the notice of Kotak Mahindra Bank (the
debit card issuer bank). The surcharging related to a card-not-present transaction. It took
the bank some time to understand the rules on surcharging or what constitutes a
surcharge. An impression was left that the bank‟s card issuing team are not well
conversant in distinguishing surcharge vis-à-vis common administrative/ convenience
fees (which is payment method agnostic) for online merchant transactions! To begin
with, like a naïve debit card user, the bank too carried an impression that since NPS
Trust has upfront displayed levy of a surcharge10 on debit cards @ 0.8% (plus GST),
and once the debit card user consents to pay the total displayed amount at the time of
authentication by typing in the secured OTP, the whole concern becomes a non-issue.11
This highlighted sheer lack of awareness of the rules on surcharging not only by frontend officers of the issuer bank but also others in the hierarchy dealing with debit card
business.
4.3 Similar experience of debit card surcharge was shared with another issuer bank,
Axis Bank. As in case of Kotak Mahindra Bank, Axis Bank too was oblivious in their
initial understandings of what constitutes a surcharge for online card payments.
Discussions with several other banks revealed that this opacity prevailed across many
card issuing banks.
4.4 The acquirer banks of NPS Trust, while acquiring transactions, fraudulently coerced
the naïve debit card users to pay surcharge; while the card holder remain ignorant of the
set rules and regulations that prohibit surcharging (and even if they were aware, would
not like to spend time to correct their specific issue on such illegal surcharges).11
4.5 As a result, for every Rs 10,000 contribution to NPS Trust using a debit card, an
acquirer bank, on behalf of NPS Trust, levied a surcharge of Rs 94. This surcharge
amounts to 0.94% of the transaction amount (including GST). Under extant rules, this
10

The terminology used by NPS Trust for such a surcharge is “payment gateway charges”.
An analogy is a situation where an autorickshaw has a fast tempered meter, or demands extra money
to take you to your destination; and one doesn‟t know how to smoothly get a redressal. This does not
mean that not highlighting the issue absolves the autorickshaw driver of his fraudulent act of
cheating/extortion.
11
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charge cannot be passed on to debit card users by an acquirer bank even if the merchant
declines paying MDR for such transactions.
4.6 In this case, it was not the merchant but the acquirer bank, through their outsourced
payment facilitator BillDesk, who themselves added the surcharge amount in the final
transaction amount. It is clear from the screenshots (Appendix A) that apart from the
merchant's name, the corresponding payment amount indicated against the merchant is
Rs 10,000 only. The acquirer bank or their payment facilitators highlighting and adding
any surcharge (even in the name of convenience fee), is not permitted. Moreover, an
acquirer bank (that carries the full liability of the wrongful acts of the payment
facilitator) has no business to manipulate or influence a transaction amount arrived at by
a merchant. The merchant simply tells the transaction amount and the acquirer bank
thereafter should simply process that amount.
4.7 Again, for an Rs 50,000 contribution to NPS Trust using a debit card, an acquirer
bank on behalf of NPS Trust, levied a surcharge of Rs 470. Now, such a transaction is
getting reflected under a Merchant Category Code (MCC) for which the card payment
networks have set an interchange of Rs 10 (fixed; and not a % of the transaction
amount). So technically, in this case the acquirer's share vis-à-vis issuer's
interchange is fraudulently disproportionate (acquirer bank and the payment
facilitator got Rs 460 while issuer bank Rs 10). The whole idea of a reduced
interchange set by the card payment networks is to see that it get reflected in the MDR.
The overall cost to this merchant for such a debit card based transaction should ideally
not exceed Rs 25. Such behaviour of the acquirer bank hurt merchants and this by no
means would promote debit card payments in the country.
4.8 There appears to be some visibility issue on part of the acquirer banks towards the
payment facilitators‟ operations. Given that the full responsibility of processing of such
payments lies with the acquirer bank who acquires the transaction, it is prudent that the
acquirer bank has full control in terms of visibility of the actions undertaken by a
facilitator. Not having full visibility has a potential of customer compromise (with
merchants and card users as customers). Furthermore, an acquirer bank being oblivious
of the contents (commission or omission) of a submerchant agreement creates a
potential risk for the acquirer bank since the card payment network rules make the
acquirer bank fully responsible.
4.9 This NPS Trust exercise that started in mid-March 2018, finally led to stoppage of
the fraudulent practice of surcharging debit card transactions, but not before midDecember 2018. In fact, not only did they stop surcharging but also stopped all debit
card payments in excess of Rs 2000 (the limit upto which the government bears the
MDR).
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4.10 This, however, has led to another violation of the card payment network rules. Just
because the merchant has declined to pay any MDR on debit cards transactions, the
acquiring banks have started promoting violation of the card payment network rule that
prohibits imposition of maximum transaction amount.
4.11 The RBI and the government are in sync on the “no surcharge rule”, at least for
debit cards. In this regard, we again refer to (a) paras 5 and 6 of the RBI‟s 2013
notification (reference [5]) and (b) para 6A(i) of the government's 2016 office
memorandum (reference [7]). RBI in fact highlighted the no surcharge rule for debit
cards as early as September 17, 2013.
4.12 In the case of NPS Trust, the acquirer banks have been proactive in encouraging
card payment surcharges in violation to their card payment network rules and extant
RBI regulations / government of India mandates. Appendix L provides a November 03,
2018 letter to stakeholders on the surcharging issue.
More illustrations of surcharging executed by acquirer banks
4.13 We further highlight some online payment situations where fraudulent surcharging
is rampant, that too in an organised fashion. Usually, such surcharging is executed in
connivance or with full knowledge of acquirer banks and possibly card payment
networks. This has led to consumers demanded of unlawful money to participate in the
country‟s payment system. Other than debit and credit cards, other digital payment
modes where we see surcharging are BHIM-UPI and BharatQR.
4.14 While illustrating varied instances of organised surcharging, we focus on nine
merchants, i.e., (i) the Railway (IRCTC), (ii) Adani Power, (iii) BSES Rajdhani Power,
(iv) Tata Power, (v) MahaVitaran, (vi) Tirumala Tirupati Devasthanams, (vii) IIT
Hyderabad (online fee payment), (viii) Kendriya Vidyalaya Sangathan (online school
fee payment), and (ix) Passport Seva Kendra (passport issuance online fee payment).
Box 1-4 and the screenshots in Appendix A-G demonstrate some of the above violations
of extant surcharge regulations. Additionally, we illustrate organised surcharging
carried out by SBI on their „onlineSBI collect‟ portal under various merchant categories.
4.15 In all these illustrations, a significant highlight to observe is that the acquirer
banks, who are supposed to guard against a surcharge, are themselves implementing this
surcharge surreptitiously. The acquirer banks (through their facilitator) calculate and
impose the surcharge. It depicts proliferation of organised surcharging.
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Box 1: Surcharge on BHIM-UPI
 Acquirer banks, as UPI handle, facilitate Railway (IRCTC) to surcharge
Rs 10 plus GST for a transaction amount above Rs 2000. (See screenshots in
Appendix B)
 Until very recently (only after being pointed out), acquirer banks (handle)
facilitated Adani Power to surcharge @ 1% of the transaction amount, at the
BillDesk payment gateway. This was however not charged at the Paytm
payment gateway.
 Till date, acquirer banks (handle) facilitate BSES Rajdhani Power to
surcharge @ 1% of the transaction amount, at the BillDesk payment gateway.
Furthermore, this is being done with no intimation by the UPI handle. This 1%
amount gets fraudulently added at the BHIM-UPI pin authentication stage.
(See screenshots in Appendix C)

Box 2: Surcharge on Debit card
 Acquirer banks facilitate surcharging by Tata Power @ 0.7% plus GST,
for a transaction amount above Rs 2000. For Tata Power Delhi, surcharging is
for transaction amounts above Rs 5000. (See screenshots in Appendix D)
 Acquirer banks facilitate surcharging by Adani Power @ 0.75% plus
GST, for a transaction amount above Rs 5000. (See screenshots in Appendix E)
 Acquirer banks facilitate surcharging by BSES Rajdhani Power @ 0.8%
plus GST, for bill amounts of more than Rs 5000. They write
“On-line payment through Credit / Debit Cards involves processing charges
(0.80% + service tax, as applicable) on the bill amount by the merchant banker
and will be debited to your card / account, in case the bill amount is more than
Rs 5000/-.”
 Acquirer banks facilitate surcharging by Tirumala Tirupati
Devasthanams @ 0.5% plus GST, for a transaction amount above Rs 2000.
Moreover, though there is a RBI mandated MDR cap of Rs 1000, the surcharge
exceeds even Rs 1000 (See screenshots in Appendix F)
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Box 3: Surcharge on BharatQR
 Acquirer banks facilitate surcharging by Adani Power @ 0.75 plus GST,
for a transaction amount above Rs 5000, at the BillDesk payment gateway.
 ATOM payment gateway first imposes a surcharge @ 1.75% plus GST, at
the Railway (IRCTC) for BharatQR transactions and then later refunds. They
write
“The refund of Convenience charges and GST as may be applicable for debit
card transactions will be initiated within 2 working days of transaction done
and actual refund to the card will be as per Card Issuing Bank's process” (See
screenshots in Appendix G)

Box 4: Surcharge on Credit card
 Acquirer banks facilitate many merchants to surcharge, including online
payment of passport issuance fees, IIT Hyderabad student fees, Kendriya
Vidyalaya Sangathan school fees, Tata Power, Adani Power, BSES Rajdhani
Power, MahaVitaran, Tirumala Tirupati Devasthanams, NPS Trust
contributions, etc.
 For example, MahaVitaran says “Please note that a convenience fee i.e.
Gateway charges levied by Master/Visa/others will be applicable for credit
card exceeding Rs 500. Gateway charges are waived Off for Net Banking,
Debit card, UPI, Digital Wallet & Cash Card payments." In fact, the
surcharges (inclusive of GST) are different at the payment gateways, i.e.,
BillJunction-TechProcess (@ 0.9192%), Billdesk (@ 0.9216%) and Paytm
(@ 0%). This rate is not revealed upfront but gets reflected as an added amount
at the time of payment authentication (OTP).
 In case of IRCTC, almost all banks have set credit card surcharge @ 1.8%
(plus GST). As compared to OMCs, here the surcharge is 80 basis points
higher. Though interchange for this merchant is only 0.7%, the MDR, which
the merchant has refused to pay, has been kept high just because the card users,
who pay this in form of surcharge, have no negotiating power. There is no
rationale for the acquirer bank to keep a margin as high as 1.1% for the
payments component of a credit card product.
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„OnlineSBI collect‟ induces surcharge for many merchants
4.16 SBI as a direct acquirer bank has been proactive in demanding money for online
retail payments (debit/credit/BHIM-UPI) in violation to the no surcharge rule. The
presence of surcharge-enabled merchants in various sectors is rampant (Appendix H).
The sectors include Charitable Institutions, Commercial Services, Educational
Institution, Government Department, Hospital, Industry, Merchants, Others, PSU,
Recruitment, Religious Institutions. To see all the merchants under each of the sectors
refer to the link https://www.onlinesbi.com/sbicollect/sbclink/displayinstitutiontype.htm
4.17 Technically, all those who have paid such unauthorised demand of money by SBI
while paying through debit/credit cards or BHIM-UPI are entitled to get their money
back, either through a chargeback process or by suo moto intervention of RBI to protect
card/BHIM users who may have been cheated by acquirer banks in this process. SBI
surcharges @ 2.12% of the transaction amount for credit cards. For BHIM-UPI, SBI
surcharges for all transaction amounts, including transactions below Rs 2000.
4.18 Just because many online merchants have declined to pay towards MDR on debit
card transactions, acquiring banks have started promoting violation of card payment
network rule that prohibits imposition of minimum/maximum transaction amount. As a
result, a trend prevails where acquirer banks have set a maximum debit card transaction
amount of Rs 2000. Currently, the government bears MDR on debit card transactions up
to Rs 2000.
Prohibition of imposing maximum transaction amount
4.19 In order to maintain a level playing field for debit card transactions vis-à-vis other
methods of digital transactions there already exits mandates set by card payment
networks onto acquirer banks where „a merchant must not require or indicate that it
requires a maximum transaction amount to accept a valid and properly presented debit
card‟.
4.20 However, almost all acquirer banks are seen violating the same while making
arrangements in setting up of a maximum debit card transaction amount of Rs 2000 for
many of the merchants illustrated here, and rejecting usage of debit cards for transaction
amounts in excess of Rs 2000. Recall that the government bears MDR on debit card
transactions up to Rs 2000. Technically, an acquirer bank cannot provide card
acceptance facility to a merchant in case such a practice of capping transaction amounts
is made visible to card users. Moreover, this can only hurt promotion of online debit
card payments.
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Surcharging at physical POS
4.21 We now highlight one of the prevalent incidences of organised surcharge at
physical POS, in violation to set rules in the card payment business. The specific
example involves HDFC Bank acquiring surcharged-transaction at Balmer Lawrie.
Balmer Lawrie (a Government of India Enterprise) is a renowned travel agent in India
who has been surcharging credit and debit card payments. Since the front end operator
is unable to distinguish a debit card from a credit card, the surcharge rate is kept same
for both.
4.22 In an extant HSBC-Visa-HDFC Bank transaction, surcharge amount embedded in
a net transaction of Rs 13,070 is Rs 319, amounting to surcharge @ 2.5% (Appendix I).
Such incidents of surcharging usually do not get reported since neither the banks nor the
card payment networks have tried to develop awareness among their card users to
control such situations. Moreover, there appears to be no standard procedure laid down
by the banks to resolve such issues of surcharging. Initial interactions with few banks
that are only in the business of card issuance (i.e., HSBC, Standard Chartered Bank and
Citibank) indicates that though they would like to help, but their capacity to help is very
limited.
4.23 Such examples though may be rampant are difficult to establish for this study.
Banks and card payment networks should develop procedures to address such
irregularities. Once such procedures are put in place, awareness among their card users
to control such situations should be built.
Sample submerchant agreements
4.24 We provide a sample submerchant agreement with an educational institution for
education fee payment, where ATOM Technologies Limited is the aggregator while
HDFC Bank and Axis Bank acquire the transactions (Appendix J). A careful look at
page 5 of 7 of the submerchant agreement shows that
(i) the debit card MDR is fixed @ 0.9% despite the fact that Education has been
associated to a fixed interchange of Rs 5 for RuPay, Rs 15 for Mastercard and
0.65% for Visa;
(ii) NEFT charges are fixed at Rs 10, which exceeds RBI‟s mandated cap on
such charges.
(iii) the merchant has been given an option: Transaction Fee Module
[Transactions & other charges will be borne by parents] – [YES / NO], where
specifying a „YES‟ would mean customers (student/parents) would pay.
For any commission or omission in the contents of the submerchant agreement, the two
banks remain liable.
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4.25 Similar sample submerchant agreements, under the surcharge model, were
obtained for (i) education fee payment and (ii) payment for general merchandise. Here,
CCAvenue is the aggregator while HDFC Bank, ICICI Bank and SBI acquire the
transactions. In case of general merchandise submerchant agreement (Appendix K), we
observe that with no control on MDR even for debit-based payment modes like
netbanking, prepaid card / mobile wallets, etc., the rates are far above the debit card
MDR (rather close to the high credit card MDR), and thus, detrimental to the business
cost for a merchant. It is seen that even the MDR for BHIM-UPI is higher than the debit
card MDR. Are these debit-based payment modes some sort of luxury items for which
there is no control on the pricing (unlike debit card payment mode)?
4.26 The above submerchant agreements raise five questions and we attempt answering
them within quotes.
(a) What is the rationale for the card payment networks to give a debit card interchange
concession for Education if the concession cannot percolate to the MDR?
“There appears to be no system that has been set by the card payment networks to check
this. Neither have the card payment networks made the interchange rates easily
accessible to the merchants and consumers to assess and compare. Lack of such
transparency only hinders the payment system.”
(b) What is the rationale behind having high MDR (compared to debit card MDR) for
debit-based payment modes like prepaid cards/ mobile wallets/ BHIM-UPI/ NEFT/ net
banking, etc., which, like debit cards, use consumer funds instantly?
“It is astonishing to see MDR for net banking @ 1.8% (plus GST). As a means of
receiving payments, none of the debit-based payment mode is a luxury for a merchant –
net banking cannot be exorbitantly expensive vis-à-vis debit card. Thus, all debit-based
payment modes (debit cards/ prepaid cards/ mobile wallets/ BHIM-UPI/ NEFT/ net
banking, etc.) should have MDR not exceeding the debit card MDR.”
(c) What is the rationale behind acquirer banks giving merchants an option to surcharge
for card and BHIM-UPI payments, given that it amounts to non-compliance?
“This is more due to acquirer banks being blind to their submerchant agreements. This
lack of visibility needs to be corrected in order to follow extant rules and regulations.”
(d) Whether the present ecosystem allows surcharging for other payment modes like
prepaid cards/ mobile wallets/ NEFT/ net banking/ etc.?
“As on date there is no prohibition on such surcharges. To bring in harmony, the „no
surcharge rule‟ should be strictly applied and enforced for all debit-based payment
modes.”
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(e) For online debit-based payment modes, we see multiple options of acceptance (debit
cards/ prepaid cards/ mobile wallets/ BHIM-UPI/ NEFT/ net banking, etc.). To
eliminate discriminatory MDR/fees for a merchant (who has no control on payment
modes used by consumers), will it be better to have bundling of MDR/fees?
“As on date there is no prohibition against bundling of MDR/fees for debit-based
payment modes so long as the MDR/fees do not exceed the mandated debit card MDR
caps. Therefore, banks have some freedom to innovate on the pricing front.”
Lack of awareness issues on surcharging
4.27 While fraudulently surcharging the naïve card payment system users, who are
ignorant of the set rules and regulations that prohibit surcharge, acquirer banks facilitate
several online merchants. However, the banking industry is not ignorant of the same,
particularly, the acquirer banks and their facilitators, who have been in the payments
business for long.
4.28 When such concerns are brought to the notice of issuer banks, their front end
officers have limited awareness on what constitutes a surcharge vis-à-vis common
administrative/ convenience/ internet/ handling/ service fees (which is payment method
agnostic). Moreover, there exists no explicit literature that banks send along with a
debit/credit card that explains a seamless process of reporting a surcharge and getting
appropriate redressal in form of a chargeback. In fact, what issuer banks write in their
terms and conditions booklet that comes along with a new credit/debit card is
“The Bank accepts no responsibility for any surcharge levied by any Merchant
Establishment and debited to the Cardholder's account with the transaction
amount. However, at Railway stations and Petrol pumps, transaction charges as
per industry practice will be applicable.”
Moreover, the acquirer banks when approached, says
“The card member should get in touch with the card issuing bank. It is the onus of
the card issuing bank to take up the issue with the acquiring bank through
appropriate channels.”
Thus there appears to be a clear dis-connect between what the cardholder should do and
what the banks want the cardholder to do.
Card payment network‟s penal action only on paper (not on ground)
4.29 Mastercard has categorised noncompliance of the “no surcharge rule” and the
“prohibition of setting minimum/maximum transaction limits” under noncompliance
Category B. A Category B noncompliance assessment schedule for violation of
standards has been laid down as follows:
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Per violation
Up to USD 20,000 for the first violation
Up to USD 30,000 for the second violation within 12 months
Up to USD 60,000 for the third violation within 12 months
Up to USD 100,000 per violation for the fourth and subsequent violations within 12 months
Variable occurrence (by device or Transaction)
Up to USD 1,000 per occurrence for the first 30 days
Up to USD 2,000 per occurrence for days 31–60
Up to USD 4,000 per occurrence for days 61–90
Up to USD 8,000 per occurrence for subsequent violations
Variable occurrence (by number of Cards)
Up to USD 0.30 per Card
Minimum USD 1,000 per month per Portfolio
Maximum USD 20,000 per month per Portfolio
Maximum USD 40,000 per month per all Portfolios
4.30 Similar schedule of noncompliance assessment has been framed by Visa. There are
even provisions against acquirer banks if found to have willfully violated the card
payment network rules (adversely affecting the goodwill associated with the card
product). Acquirer banks will be subject to a further noncompliance assessment in such
situations. A violation is considered “willful” if the acquirer bank knew, or should have
known, or its knowledge can be fairly implied, that its conduct constituted a violation of
the card payment network rules.
4.31 Though Visa and Mastercard rules have been framed to mitigate rule-violations by
setting penalties, etc., however, when it comes to their monitoring the same, they are
nowhere to be seen. This may be due to either their business needs (in form revenue
generated of such transactions involving surcharging) or their realisation that for credit
cards, the no surcharge rule is faulty for a country like India.
4.32 There appears to be some lack of accountability on the part of card payment
networks‟ along with issuer and acquirer banks. Das (2008) (reference [1]) had shown
then (by studying extensive opinions of the card payment players and RBI) prevalence
of a severe dilemma among card payment networks, issuer banks, acquirer banks and
the RBI towards the liability and control process of credit card surcharges. Over a
decade now, we find that the same dilemma still exists. While maintaining the card
standards based on card payment networks‟ agreements with acquirer banks, the
networks appear to have failed in their control and audit process. This has led to the
downgrade of the card product standards in form of rampant surcharging for card-notpresent transactions, at the cost of card users.
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4.33 The building of awareness and educating bankers and consumers on the
surcharging issue needs contributions from Visa/Mastercard/RuPay since they are the
pioneers of the no surcharge rule, which now has the backing of RBI and the
government. No one would want the existence of a potential that creates negative
sentiments in the digital payments space, unless of course the extant rules and
regulations on surcharging are faulty.
Merchants‟, banks‟ and RBI‟s take on surcharging
4.34 Online merchants in some way contribute to the practice of surcharging debit card/
BHIM-UPI/ credit card transactions by refusing to bear the MDR, or by not charging a
fixed administrative fee, irrespective of the online payment method. Such behaviour
from the merchants prompts the acquirer banks to facilitate surcharging. These
violations cannot remain unaudited.
4.35 The government's/RBI‟s move to promote debit cards by rationalizing their MDR
is a work half done. The high credit card MDR pollutes the payment system. Aspects
related to varied MDR due to different types of payment cards (for which the merchants
have no control) creates a negative impression and thus discourages digital payments. In
the absence of uniform MDR for a merchant (based solely on payment processing fee
for credit and debit cards) should credit cards be thrust on to the merchants as a payment
mode, wherein the merchants are required to pay for a virtual credit offtake?
4.36 Merchants are more than happy to accept debit cards, which are relatively cheap
and attract only the payment processing cost. A clear message on the MDR has to be a
uniform rate structure irrespective of the card type used at the merchant‟s POS.
Moreover, the persistence to surcharge demonstrates that MDR matters to even big
merchants. So why should it not matter small and medium merchants?
4.37 We have amply demonstrated organised surcharging on debit/credit card and
BHIM-UPI transactions in violation to set rules. There appears to be complete lack of
accountability of the acquirer banks and card payment networks. Card and BHIM-UPI
users have lost money unknowing through such veiled extortion in the payments
system. Of course being sincere, the acquirer banks, realizing their shortcoming, can
now reverse the excess amounts charged in form of surcharges. At the minimum
(without being penalised of noncompliance), banks need to ensure that surcharge
amounts received is reversed systematically to all the eligible bona fide account holders.
Showcasing honesty and accountability, acquirer banks would definitely not need any
details from debit card / account holders (of various banks) who used the same at the
payment gateways and where it has been identified that surcharging took place in a
systematic manner.
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V. The need for a surcharge and the MDR
5.1 For online payments through cards and BHIM-UPI, though surcharging is
prohibited, we still see promotion of the same by acquirer banks. Instances of surcharge
are fewer on debit card and BHIM-UPI transactions; however, its prevalence is rampant
on credit card purchases. What could be the reason for such surcharging for online
merchant payments?
5.2 Usually regular merchants resist bearing high MDR of 2% or more on credit cards.
Just because card payment networks prohibit surcharges for card-present transactions
and banks thrust the high credit card cost onto merchants, the merchants have to bear
the high MDR burden. In case of card-not-present transactions (i.e., online transactions)
the leverage provided by card payment networks, in form of convenience fees, is being
misused by acquirer banks (through their payment facilitators) by misrepresenting
surcharges as convenience fees. In absence of in-depth knowledge among the merchants
and card users, this misguided system has been working well for the acquirer banks and
the online merchants. This has prompted us to have a relook into the question of
whether the merchants should have the freedom „to surcharge or not to surcharge credit
card payments‟.
IBA‟s move to balance the cost of credit for OMCs
5.3 What would we advise a small or medium merchant who hesitates while accepting
credit cards, since for them credit card MDR is 2-3%12, but is happy to accept debit
cards that bear an average effective MDR of less than 0.4%? How would it be possible
to allow these small and medium merchants to display surcharges only for credit card
purchases to the extent of say 1%? This way the merchant can encourage customers to
use a cheaper debit-based digital mode of payment, if the customer has money in his
bank account?
5.4 In this regard, discrimination in the payment system has been prompted by IBA,
when IBA issued a notification to all member banks asking them not to impose any
MDR on fuel dealers or OMCs for credit card transactions, and instead directed the
banks to surcharge the credit card users (for their purchases at fuel stations) if they so
desire; setting a cap of 1% for such surcharge. The move, though in the right direction,
lacked a level playing field among the merchants accepting credit card payments.
5.5 Under the payments system framework, this raises a vital question as to why IBA
has been allowed by the regulator to be selective (and thus discriminatory) towards
12

MDR is arrived by adding to the 1.85-2.02% interchange, about 0.3-0.5% acquirer bank‟s
commission and further topping it with GST.
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favouring a particular merchant category, given that the specific concern (of not
wanting to bear the credit card MDR cost) is universally true for all merchants?
Moreover, when the OMCs are bearing a debit card MDR @ 0.75% why IBA could not
fix similar MDR (of 0.75%) for credit cards too to be borne by the OMCs? Clearly, the
OMCs are availing bank‟s facility similar to debit card purchases while accepting credit
cards. Promotion of digital payments requires addressing the surcharge issue since the
genuine concern of this single (large) merchant category is no different from other
merchants, particularly, small and medium merchants.
5.6 The card payment network rules in India do not allow a merchant to accept only
debit cards (and not accept credit cards) and/or allow surcharging credit card purchases.
However, the effective differential in MDR between credit and debit card usage ranges
from 1% to 2.5%. Such an additional cost cannot be thrust onto small and medium
merchants, when a big merchant like an OMC could manage exemption. This again
showcases lack of a level playing field for merchants accepting different types of card
payments in India.
How fair is convenience fee over surcharge?
5.7 In spirit, convenience fee is a fee paid by a customer for the convenience he gets for
online purchases (and saving the trouble of queuing up at a physical counter). It is
ideally a fixed amount and not a pro rata value. In contrast, surcharge is a charge for
using a particular payment mode.
5.8 For online merchants, the MDR for credit card is high around 2% while that for
debit card is in the range 0-0.9%. For online air ticket bookings, camouflaging some
component of surcharge as convenience fee, irrespective of the mode of payment,
becomes unfair to debit card/BHIM-UPI/net-banking users. However, if RBI considers
permitting surcharges for credit card transactions, online merchants may consider
reducing their convenience fees. Today, the quantum of convenience fees gets
significantly influenced by the high MDR for credit cards in India.
5.9 It is noteworthy that, as with other business expenses, the high MDR of credit card
drives up the prices paid by all consumers, even for those who did not use credit cards
while the benefits of free credit and brownie points are enjoyed by the credit card
holders alone.
Controlling the card MDR through prudent interchange
5.10 For transaction amounts within Rs 2000, the government has currently supported
debit card MDR @ 0.4% and the interchange is fixed at 0.15%. However, for debit card
purchases of more than Rs 2000, the card payment networks have set revised
interchange based on RBI‟s new mandated debit card MDR caps. In this process,
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though for most general merchants the debit card interchange is fixed at 0.65%, card
payment networks have carefully ensured to keep the interchange low for many
sectors/industries. We list some of such debit card interchange caps for transaction
amounts exceeding Rs 2000.

1
2
3
4
5
6

Sectors/industries
Government
Education
Railways
Insurance
Mutual funds
Fuel

Visa
Rs 10
0.65%
Rs 6
Rs 6
Rs 15
0.5%

Mastercard
Rs 10
Rs 15
Rs 6
Rs 10
Rs 15
0.5%

RuPay
Rs 5
Rs 5
Rs 5
Rs 6
Rs 10
0.5%

5.11 In most developed countries in America and Europe, the lending rates are far less
than in India to reflect significant difference in the MDR‟s for credit and debit cards. As
against a credit card interchange of 0.3% in Europe, in India the credit card interchange,
in general, is as high as 1.85-2.02%. We list some of the sectors/industries for which the
credit card interchange caps have been kept low. This list is provided for two card
payment networks operating in India.
Card Payment Network - A
(i)
0.7%
- railways/ transport, post office, government, insurance,
education, public/private utilities, grocery stores, supermarkets,
miscellaneous food stores, convenience stores, market speciality
stores;
(ii)
0.75%
- fuel.
Card Payment Network - B
(i)
0.7%
- railways/ transit/ transport, post office, government,
insurance, public/private utilities, education;
(ii)
0.75%
- fuel;
(iii)
1.1%
- supermarkets.
5.12 Interchanges arrived at by the card payment networks are usually ad valorem
(fixed interchange applies only for some special merchant categories for debit cards). In
the case of credit cards, the ad valorem interchange is extensively differentiated based
on type of merchant (e.g., 0.7% for private utilities, 0.7-1.1% for supermarkets and
1.85-2.02% for general stores). The differentiation has been made to such an extent that
it can be almost three times more expensive for small and medium merchants as
compared to bigger merchants like supermarkets, fuel, railways/ transport, post office,
government payments, insurance, public and private utilities, and educational
institutions. This is so despite the issuer bank‟s cost to serve is same whether the credit
card is used at a post office or a supermarket or a small general store irrespective of the
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volume of business. In short, the approach doesn‟t promote RBI‟s and the government‟s
vision towards digital payments in an equitable fashion. Digital payment, for the
present, is of equal necessity for all and cannot be considered a luxury for some who are
selectively identified to pay more for digital payment acceptance. RBI and the
government should desirably protect small and medium merchants who have embraced
digital payments in lieu of cash to support government‟s initiatives. Accordingly, in the
interest of being fair to small and medium merchants, the ad valorem interchange
should be a fixed percentage and not change from one merchant category to another.
This will, however, not affect the acquirer banks‟ commission.
Balancing the cost of credit in the digital payment space
5.13 The issue of sanitising credit card distortions in India‟s digital payments space has
been dealt thoroughly in Das and Das (2016) (reference [13]). Today with credit cards
being an important and relatively expensive mode of digital payments, do merchants
have a level playing field while accepting such credit cards vis-à-vis debit cards or
BHIM-UPI? If not, this needs to be addressed appropriately to avoid disadvantaging
merchants while accepting cards (credit/debit) and other forms of digital payments
(UPI/mobile wallets, etc.) at par.
5.14 MasterCard / Visa / Amex are pioneers of credit cards business since they set the
business model in absence of other cashless retail payments. They could effectively
develop this digital payment system through well researched strategies on interchange.
They became the giants of the digital payments. However, with the inception of debit
cards and its real time capabilities (thanks to Core Banking Solutions), is it time now to
have a fresh relook at digital payment system models in India.
5.15 As a financial product, credit card is a combination of the payment system and the
credit system of the country. Until debit cards came into being, credit cards were
primarily the only digital payment product available. Unlike credit cards, the debit cards
and BHIM-UPIs are solely payment product.
5.16 For any credit product (of which loans through credit cards falls in the category of
unsecured credit), RBI has mandated a minimum rate, called Marginal Cost of funds
based Lending Rate (MCLR), at which such credits can be given. The prevailing MCLR
is of the order of 8.5% per annum. Thus, for the average credit of 38 days13 provided for
credits enjoyed through credit cards, the credit card issuing bank, as per the RBI
mandates, has to necessarily receive interest for the credit at least at the MCLR.
Accordingly, the cost of credit for the 38 days (adopting the annual credit card loan rate
at MCLR) works out to be at least 0.88% of the credit amount. However, given the
nature of the unsecured loans being provided through credit cards, the capital adequacy
13

Based on average of the number of days of credit, i.e., 24 days through 52 days.
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requirements would lead to further increase in capital charge, which is expensive.
Considering this additional risk based cost at 0.1%, a conservative cost of credit for the
38 days works out to be at least 1% of the credit card transaction amount. This 1% cost
has to be part of the interchange and thus of the MDR. This makes credit cards an
expensive payment product as against debit cards or other credit-less payment products.
It would be unfair to thrust such a credit loaded payment product in the name of digital
payments. However, to retain such an excellent digital product for the payment needs, it
would be fair to see that the beneficiaries of credit facility bear the interest burden and
that the cost is not passed on in a camouflaged manner to the digital payment systems‟
cost.
5.17 Based on the country's current data on credit and debit card spends at POS, it is
seen that though in volume terms credit cards constitute only 30% of the card
transactions, in value terms credit cards constitute 50% of card transactions. Also, even
if we consider a conservative estimate of the true average differential of MDR between
credit cards and debits cards as 1%, the RBI data14 suggests that, on an average, credit
cards have burdened the payment system users by nearly Rs 60 Billion in 2018 alone.
Users of the payment system are unknowingly bearing this avoidable cost, even though
other cheaper and equally efficient modes of digital payments (like debit cards / BHIMUPI) exist alongside credit cards. This means that the non-credit card users transacting
digitally are cross subsidizing for the expensive credit card system in use.
5.18 In case of online payments through cards and digital means, we have demonstrated
through several illustrations that the country‟s payment system users are being burdened
with organised surcharging, in violation to the extant rules and regulations. For the
banks to do payment‟s business gainfully, this has led to fraudulent extortions by the
acquirer banks and their payment facilitators from their gullible customers to the tune of
Rs 2 Billion in 2018 alone.15 This is a conservative estimate since we restrict only to the
online credit and debit card payments. Naïve card users, oblivious of the set rules and
regulations that prohibit surcharging, are ignorant of the fact that it is the banks that owe
them this fraudulently extorted money.
5.19 Presently merchants are not allowed to surcharge customers on credit card
purchases. Credit cards being a credit mode of payment, merchants could possibly be
given freedom to charge for the credit cost only. It should be made very clear that the
surcharge is for use of credit and not for using digital means of payment.
5.20 One has to be careful to address the concerns of the merchants and consumers (on
14

Rs 5657 Billion worth of credit card POS transactions took place in 2018.
With Rs 11.3 Trillion worth of credit and debit card transactions and 30% of such transactions being
on eCom (refer to RuPay Card usage data https://www.npci.org.in/statistics), it is estimated that online
card usage had been worth Rs 3.4 Trillion. Even if we consider that only 6% of such online
transactions were surcharged at an average rate of 1%, the amount of surcharge exceeds Rs 2 Billion.
15
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this disparity designed in the electronic payment system of the country), where though a
merchant is happy to accept cheaper modes like debit cards/BHIM-UPI (and
accordingly price his products) but develops a negative impression of the electronic
payment modes just because he is forced to accept a premier credit card with an
associated MDR as high as 3%. Under the current regulations, in general, merchants are
prohibited to show different prices of a product/service based on different payment
modes. Going by the current mandate of honouring debit and credit cards at par, if the
selling price is uniformly hiked by the merchant, it becomes unfair and discriminatory
for the users of debit card and BHIM-UPI.
5.21 So, should we allow surcharge on credit cards? Merchants being given the freedom
to surcharge only on credit cards could lead to misuse, given the gullible nature of
customers. It will also be difficult to implement, since it is difficult to assess when a
merchant is overcharging, etc. Thus, for credit card based transactions, merchants being
given the freedom to surcharge based on the differentials in MDR (that exist vis-à-vis
debit cards) does not appear to be a good idea.
5.22 Instead MDR for credit cards should be made same as that for debit cards (or
similar forms where there is no credit cost involved) and let issuing bank be given the
freedom to impose their Board-approved credit fee onto the credit card users when the
credit card monthly statements are generated (compensating for the decreased
interchange that the issuing bank may receive).
5.23 Such a move would impact the domestic credit card usage (and the credit card
business) and one would see decline in the usage by explicit credit-cost conscious
customers for sure but would lead to migration of credit card payments to other noncredit based electronic payments which are seamless, secure and cheaper for merchants
with no apparent cost to consumers.
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VI. Concluding remarks and way forward
6.1 In any game, given the set of standards and rules and presence of umpires who
ensure that standards are maintained and rules are observed, players channelize their
energies to give in their best so as make the game attractive, make it more popular and
draw more participation. However, if players/observers see that people within the game
play with the rules and not by the rules, the game may lose its sheen and people may
over time choose to bow out.
6.2 The rules of digital payments are similar. They are set by RBI, the government and
also by the network providers like RuPay, Mastercard and Visa. Having set the rules
and regulations, ensuring compliance is also their responsibility. That the payment
system space is duly regulated and supervised gives confidence to its users to migrate
from the hitherto traditional/physical modes of payments to digital alternatives. In the
last one decade and more focussed during the last five years, riding on the digital
payment wave, our country has invested enormous resources to include all citizens
under the financial services cover. While the cover has nearly reached the last mile, and
the users are more sanguine about the digital payment alternatives now than ever in the
past, its sustenance should not be taken for granted. One slip can be damaging and may
take us several miles back.
6.3 No surcharging on digital payments, for services availed and goods purchased, is
one such rule in the digital payment space that ensures that no additional costs are thrust
on the user of digital payments. This rule is intended to check any discrimination
between various digital payment modes and also cash. Given that the space is regulated,
the users take compliance of such rules, by service providers, for granted.
6.4 The story begins when, by accident, an incident of surcharge came to fore. Curiosity
led to check if this was a one off incident. Few more random payments showed that
surcharging may not actually be one off. Thereafter a dive into the digital payment
space was done to look deeper. What came to light after a structured analysis and
detailed interactions with the participants involved was the revelation that there is not
only rampant prevalence of surcharging but, more seriously, colossal ignorance about
the same among those who are supposed to be wearing the umpires‟ hat. The plight of
naïve users need not even be mentioned. Most banks try to misguide by claiming a
surcharge as a „convenience fee‟. However, there is a subtle difference between the two
– while convenience fee is payment method agnostic, surcharge is a charge for using a
specific digital payment mode. Under the garb of convenience fee the no surcharge rule
is not only being flouted but has taken shape of well organised practice, wringing the
pockets of millions of digital payment users. So what do we do about it? Certainly the
hard earned trust of citizens for using digital payments needs to be nurtured.
Transparency and credibility in digital payments cannot be compromised because these
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are the factors that keep users on-board. Therefore, such stealthy practices that create
negative sentiments in the digital payments space need to be addressed.
6.5 Technically all such illegal extortion of money from the debit card users can be
easily reversed. For example, all debit card transactions at a merchant like NPS Trust
have a unique Merchant-ID specific to every acquirer. Accordingly, chargeback for all
debit card transactions at NPS Trust (surcharged @ 0.8% plus 18% GST) can be
executed with a chargeback amount equal to 94t/10094, where t is the acquired
transaction amount.16 Such a move would boost the spirit behind the letters (of the
extant RBI and card payment network rules). Acquirer banks are eager to correct their
operational lapse and reversing the surcharge amounts specific to individuals who come
forward to showcase this organised surcharging. However, to play a fair game, The Big
Four (HDFC Bank, SBI, ICICI Bank and Axis Bank) should show the path of
systematically reversing the same to all affected debit card users. Incidentally, SBI (and
their facilitator SBIePay) has indicated that though they continued acquiring debit card
transactions of NPS Trust, they were sincerely bearing the cost of MDR on transactions
above Rs 2000, and not surcharging the debit card users. This continued for some initial
months in 2018 before the debit card channel was closed by SBI for transaction amounts
exceeding Rs 2000. However, not being fully confident, SBI has requested for instances
of possible debit card surcharges for correcting the same.
6.6 We have amply demonstrated organised surcharging on debit/credit card and BHIMUPI transactions. Card and BHIM-UPI users have lost money through veiled extortion
in form of unauthorised surcharges by banks. Of course being honest and sincere, all the
acquirer banks, realizing their shortcoming, can now reverse the excess amounts
charged.
6.7 Visa and Mastercard, who have set noncompliance assessment schedule for
noncompliance to the “no surcharge rule” and the “prohibition of setting
minimum/maximum transaction limits”, have been lax in their monitoring and audit.
This has led to rampant surcharging by banks themselves for card-not-present
transactions. Moreover, clear and streamlined chargeback processes have not been laid
out by the card payment networks to handle incidences specific to surcharges.
6.8 A draft version of this report was circulated among „The big Four‟, IBA and the card
payment networks. Other than many informal inputs received on the draft, a formal
response was also received (Appendix M). We have added our comments as a rejoinder
at the end of their response in the Appendix.

16

With 18% GST over the surcharging rate of 0.8%, for every Rs 10,000 transaction the surcharge
amount is Rs 94. Therefore, if the acquired amount (inclusive of surcharge) is Rs 10,094, the reversal
amount is Rs 94. Thus, if the acquirer bank‟s acquired amount is Rs t, the reversal amount is Rs
94t/10094.
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The way forward
6.9 Reasonable MDR for small payments: The government has decided to bear the
MDR for debit card and BHIM-UPI acceptance infrastructure for transaction amounts
not exceeding Rs 2000. As it stands today, this provision of bearing MDR for the
merchants is for two years, ending on December 31, 2019. However, merchants are
usually paying monthly/annual fees for the physical POS or the payment gateway
infrastructure. Moreover, the QR code based debit card/ BHIM-UPI/ etc. acceptance
infrastructure is asset light. Thus, to retain the encouragement of small and medium
merchants, in general, MDR should be brought down to zero for all debit-based
transactions not exceeding a reasonably small amount, say Rs 1000. The payments
ecosystem can easily bear the expenditure for these small transactions akin to free ATM
withdrawals. This move would also help in migration of ATM expenses to digital
payments based expenses. Alongside, free-ATM withdrawals should be reduced in
urban India.
6.10 Reasonable MDR for asset light acceptance infrastructure: For the asset light
QR code based debit card acceptance RBI has set MDR caps at 0.3% and 0.8%, only 10
basis point lower than the physical POS debit card acceptance (where MDR is 0.4% and
0.9%). However, this 10 basis point differential (which is a meagre 11% lower than
MDR of 0.9%) is not commensurate enough to promote such asset light payments
infrastructure. For asset light QR code based debit card/ BHIM-UPI/ etc. acceptance
infrastructure, the MDR should be 30-60% lower than the physical POS debit card
infrastructure.
6.11 Separating digital payment and credit feature of credit card: The credit card as
a payment product can be bundled with a loan product to serve the payment needs of
India so long as the credit cost is not thrust onto the merchants. Due to the inherent
difference in cost while executing a credit card transaction (vis-à-vis a debit card
transaction), there should be distinction while carrying out such digital payment
transactions using credit card so as to separately reflect the true cost of availing credit
and the cost of processing the payment. Accordingly, to be fair, one needs to be
transparent in showing the cost of (conscious or unconscious) credit taken by the
unsuspecting card holder while transacting using a credit card. The average cost of such
credit is about 1% of the transaction amount, which is currently overburdening the
payment system. The freedom of choice does not exist today (in the present credit- and
debit-card model) to allow reduction in the cost of digital payments because of a forcedexpense, polluting the digital payment system of the country. Accordingly, as a
corrective measure, we should make the MDR for credit cards same as that of debit
cards and let banks be given the freedom to separately charge their customers for the
inherent loan associated to credit cards. Such a move would remove the discrimination
between customers at the hands of the merchants created by the card payment system
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where cost to the merchant is as high as 2% more for credit card purchases over debit
cards.
6.12 Banks may surcharge credit card users for the credit cost: For credit card
based transactions, merchants should not be given the freedom to surcharge based on
the differentials in MDR that exist vis-à-vis debit cards. Instead MDR for credit cards
should be made same as that for debit cards or similar forms where there is no credit
involved. The issuing bank will have the freedom to impose a credit fee when the credit
card monthly statements are generated.
6.13 Conscious credit in the hands of the card holder: Credit card business should
earn from conscious credit offered in the hands of the card holder and the scope of more
credit utilization through rollover of credit dues. The flip side in the promotion of
acceptance infrastructure (including BharatQR) is the current credit card payment
system, where the cost of providing such credit is not borne by the person enjoying the
benefits but are borne by the merchants (which is eventually borne unconsciously by all
the other customers). Therefore, it is time that the government and RBI take appropriate
steps to control such negatives in the digital payments system by making things more
apparent and upfront. This would help in the true discovery of reduced acceptance costs
for our digital payments system.
6.14 Incentivising and awareness building for non-cash usage: It is important to
project that electronic transactions, if not better, are at par with cash transactions. Thus
any scope of potential disincentives of the use of non-cash over cash transactions or/and
incentives of use of cash over non-cash transactions should be recognised beforehand.
There is a requirement of awareness building through a concentrated financial education
program to educate the people of India on the country‟s benefits of cashless/paperless
transactions. People should make cashless transactions a culture and RBI should impart
this important message of financial/depositor education.
6.15 With the government‟s initiative in place and with RBI as the regulator of financial
systems, we conclude by saying that this report is intended to help them smoothen some
of the existing frictions in the payments systems, thereby leading the country to a
seamless digital payments society.
Summarising major action points
MDR and surcharging for debit-based transactions:
i) All debit-based payment modes like debit cards/ prepaid cards/ mobile wallets/
BHIM-UPI/ NEFT/ net banking/ etc. use consumer funds instantly. Accordingly, for all
types of debit-based payment modes, MDR should not exceed that of debit cards.
(Action- RBI/government)
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ii) Merchants are usually paying monthly/annual fees for the physical POS or the
payment gateway infrastructure. Moreover, the QR code based debit card/ BHIM-UPI/
etc. acceptance infrastructure is asset light. Accordingly, MDR should be brought down
to zero for all debit-based transactions not exceeding a reasonably small amount, say Rs
1000. The payments ecosystem would bear the expenditure for these small transactions
akin to free ATM withdrawals. This move would also help in migration of ATM
expenses to digital payments based expenses. Alongside, free-ATM withdrawals should
be reduced in urban India.
(Action- RBI/government)
iii) For the asset light QR code based debit card acceptance RBI has set MDR caps at
0.3% and 0.8%, only 10 basis points lower than the physical POS debit card acceptance
(where MDR is 0.4% and 0.9%). However, this differential is not commensurate enough
to promote such asset light payments infrastructure. For asset light QR code based debit
card/ BHIM-UPI/ etc. acceptance infrastructure, the MDR should be 30-60% lower than
the physical POS debit card infrastructure.
(Action- RBI/government)
iv) The „no surcharge rule‟ should be strictly applied and enforced for all debit-based
payment modes. Public awareness against surcharging should be promoted along with
developing streamlined processes of reporting a surcharge and getting appropriate
redressal in form of a chargeback.
(Action- Banks/payment networks/RBI/government)
MDR and surcharging for credit card transactions:
v) Merchants have to honour and accept debit and credit cards at par. For them, the ease
of receiving money is the same for both debit and credit card. However, the high MDR
for credit card acceptance overburdens small and medium merchants. Thus, from a
merchant‟s perspective the rules of credit card MDR need to be aligned with those of
debit card MDR. Accordingly, the extant rules and regulations set towards MDR/
interchange/ acquirer commission for debit cards should apply for credit cards as well.
(Action- RBI/government)
vi) The cost of credit associated with credit card usage should be borne by the credit
card user and not the merchant (who is presently bearing it by default). This does not
imply that we allow merchants to surcharge for credit card usage since surcharging in
the hands of a merchant has a potential of misuse by the unregulated merchant space
and may not only be retrograde to the use of digital payments but also negatively impact
customers‟ sentiments. Issuer banks alone should be allowed to impose any additional
fees on to their credit card users for every credit card transaction and this should reflect
in the credit card monthly statements.
(Action- RBI/government)
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vii) The credit card issuing bank should keep credit card holders informed of their
Board-approved schedule of credit fees depending on the credit card type.
(Action- RBI)
On regulatory compliance – Correcting for fraudulently extorted money:
viii) To be fair to the card holders and BHIM-UPI users, all instances of organised
surcharging by the acquirer banks or their facilitators/aggregators should get corrected
with retrospective effect.
(Action- RBI/government)
ix) Using the merchant‟s payment transaction ID, the banks should systematically
reverse all instances of such surcharges that were carried out by acquirer banks or their
facilitators/aggregators in a manner that all eligible bona fide bank customers are able to
see such surcharge reversal amounts.
(Action- RBI/government)
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Appendix A
Surcharging debit and credit cards at NPS Trust (Date 02-11-2018)
„NPS Trust‟ screenshot 1 of 4

„NPS Trust‟ screenshot 2 of 4
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„NPS Trust‟ screenshot 3 of 4

„NPS Trust‟ screenshot 4 of 4
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Appendix B
Screenshots I(a) – Surcharge on BHIM-UPI
 Acquirer banks as UPI handle facilitate Railway (IRCTC) surcharge of Rs 10 plus
GST for a transaction amount above Rs 2000. (Date 25-01-2019)
„IRCTC‟ screenshot 1 of 5

„IRCTC‟ screenshot 2 of 5
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„IRCTC‟ screenshot 3 of 5

„IRCTC‟ screenshot 4 of 5
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„IRCTC‟ screenshot 5 of 5
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Appendix C
Screenshots I(b) – Surcharge on BHIM-UPI
 Acquirer banks (handle) facilitate BSES Rajdhani Power in surcharging 1% at the
BillDesk payment gateway. Furthermore, this is being done without any intimation by
the UPI handle and fraudulently gets added up at the BHIM-UPI PIN authentication
stage. (Date 25-01-2019)
„BSES Rajdhani Power‟ screenshot 1 of 5

„BSES Rajdhani Power‟ screenshot 2 of 5
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„BSES Rajdhani Power‟ screenshot 3 of 5

„BSES Rajdhani Power‟ screenshot 4 of 5
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„BSES Rajdhani Power‟ screenshot 5 of 5
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Appendix D
Screenshots II(a) – Surcharge on Debit card
 Acquirer banks facilitate Tata Power surcharge for a transaction amount above Rs
2000 (For Tata Power Delhi it is above Rs 5000). (Date 25-01-2019)
„Tata Power‟ screenshot 1 of 5

„Tata Power‟ screenshot 2 of 5
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„Tata Power‟ screenshot 3 of 5

„Tata Power‟ screenshot 4 of 5
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„Tata Power‟ screenshot 5 of 5

 Acquirer banks facilitate Tata Power Delhi surcharge for a transaction amount above
Rs 5000. (Date 02-02-2019)
„Tata Power Delhi‟ screenshot 1 of 5
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„Tata Power Delhi‟ screenshot 2 of 5

„Tata Power Delhi‟ screenshot 3 of 5
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„Tata Power Delhi‟ screenshot 4 of 5

„Tata Power Delhi‟ screenshot 5 of 5
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Appendix E
Screenshots II(b) – Surcharge on Debit card
 Acquirer banks facilitate Adani Power surcharge for a transaction amount above Rs
5000. (Date 25-01-2019)
„Adani Power‟ screenshot 1 of 5

„Adani Power‟ screenshot 2 of 5
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„Adani Power‟ screenshot 3 of 5

„Adani Power‟ screenshot 4 of 5
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„Adani Power‟ screenshot 5 of 5
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Appendix F
Screenshots II(c) – Surcharge on Debit card
 Acquirer banks facilitate Tirumala Tirupati Devasthanams surcharge for a
transaction amount above Rs 2000. Moreover, though there is a RBI mandated MDR
cap of Rs 1000, the surcharge exceeds even Rs 1000. (Date 03-02-2019)
„Tirumala Tirupati Devasthanams‟ screenshot 1 of 5

„Tirumala Tirupati Devasthanams‟ screenshot 2 of 5
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„Tirumala Tirupati Devasthanams‟ screenshot 3 of 5

„Tirumala Tirupati Devasthanams‟ screenshot 4 of 5
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„Tirumala Tirupati Devasthanams‟ screenshot 5 of 5
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Appendix G
Screenshots III – Surcharge on BharatQR
 ATOM payment gateway refunds the surcharge imposed (1.75% + GST) at the
Railway (IRCTC) for BharatQR transactions. (Date 25-01-2019)
They write “The refund of Convenience charges and GST as may be applicable for
debit card transactions will be initiated within 2 working days of transaction done and
actual refund to the card will be as per Card Issuing Bank's process”
„IRCTC‟ screenshot 1 of 2

„IRCTC‟ screenshot 2 of 2
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Appendix H
SBIonline surcharging on a Credit card/BHIM-UPI
 SBI as an acquirer Bank has been proactive in demanding money for online retail
payments in violation to the no surcharge rule.
Surcharging credit card purchases (Date 27-01-2019)
„OnlineSBI collect‟ screenshot 1 of 11

„OnlineSBI collect‟ screenshot 2 of 11
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„OnlineSBI collect‟ screenshot 3 of 11

„OnlineSBI collect‟ screenshot 4 of 11
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„OnlineSBI collect‟ screenshot 5 of 11

„OnlineSBI collect‟ screenshot 6 of 11
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„OnlineSBI collect‟ screenshot 7 of 11

„OnlineSBI collect‟ screenshot 8 of 11
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„OnlineSBI collect‟ screenshot 9 of 11

„OnlineSBI collect‟ screenshot 10 of 11
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„OnlineSBI collect‟ screenshot 11 of 11

Surcharging BHIM-UPI purchases at SBIonline (Date 27-01-2019)
„OnlineSBI collect‟ screenshot 1 of 9
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Appendix I
HDFC Bank acquires surcharged POS transaction at Balmer Lawrie (Date 22-02-2019)
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Appendix J
ATOM: HDFC Bank/Axis Bank Submerchant agreement (Date 15-01-2019)
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Appendix K
CCAvenue: HDFC Bank/ICICI Bank/SBI Submerchant agreement (Date 20-02-2019)
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Appendix L
The letter to stakeholders on the surcharging issue (Date 03-11-2018)
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Appendix M
Extract of a response from among „The Big Four‟ and Author‟s rejoinder (Date 26-02-2019)

Surcharge
What was the incorrect practice?
 An additional charge was levied to end customers on making the payment using
debit and credit card
 The debit card charges are regulated by RBI and no additional charge can be
levied for such transaction through any payment mode
 The additional charge mentioned is derived basis the arrangement between the
aggregator and sub merchant
 Bank charges ONLY the MDR from the aggregator, as per the regulatory
guidelines. The aggregator recovers the amount from the merchant, which would
cover the above MDR plus their associated cost of digitising the transaction. In
the entire transaction, bank’s only revenue is MDR.
o

o

Example 1: Transaction via an aggregator for Government merchant:
Transaction Authorization
Original Amount
Additional charge levied by aggregator on behalf of merchant
(0.80% plus GST)
Final transaction for customer
Distribution of INR 10,094
Merchant
Issuer (Interchange)
Acquirer (MDR – Interchange)
Aggregator

10,000
94
10,094
10,000
10
5
79

Example 2: Transaction without an aggregator for Government merchant:
Transaction Authorization
Original Amount
10,000
Additional charge levied by merchant (0.80% plus GST)
94
Final transaction for customer
10,094
Distribution of INR 10,094
Merchant
10,079
Issuer (Interchange)
10
Acquirer (MDR – Interchange)
5

 The sub merchant (generally the government merchants) are not willing to bear
the cost of the MDR or the associated cost of aggregator for digitising the
transaction
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Why it happened?
 Government merchants have been presented as a non-profit entity and hence of
the view that MDR should not be charged to the entity for acceptance of digital
payments. The option to pay by digital form has been looked at a convenience for
the customer thus the charge passed to the customer by the government entities.
 In Oct 2009, MasterCard issued a bulletin to allow convenience fees for
Government and Education merchants, the charge to be passed to the customer
by the merchant and should be reasonably related to the merchant’s cost of
acceptance of cards
 This view of non-profit and the allowance of convenience got reflected in the
RFPs initiated by the relevant govt. departments for digital payment acceptance
and hence become a norm.
 RBI notification in Feb 2017 & clarification in Sept 2017 leading to reimbursement
of MDR for Debit card transactions up to INR 1 Lakh. However this was restricted
to central government only and debit card transaction only. The circular also
mentions that not to deduct MDR charges from the receipts of government.
 RBI notification in Dec 2017 stated about no transaction cost to be passed to the
cardholder for debit card. With Government merchants continuing to refer to
Sept 2017 notification about not to deduct MDR charges from the receipts of
government, this led to cost being borne by the bank

Corrective and Preventive Strategy adopted
 The MDR on debit card transaction were modified from Jan 2018 by RBI. In Dec
2017, Bank formally communicated to all merchants and aggregator, that – “No
surcharging would be permissible on domestic debit cards, irrespective of
transaction value, and any sub-merchants/aggregator found doing so, would be
deactivated by the bank with immediate effect”
 With regard to imposition of maximum transaction amount cap of Rs. 2,000/- on
sub-merchant website, Bank is in process of communicating to our aggregator
and merchant that the selective acceptance of such debit card facility cannot be
continued. For sub-merchant not willing to accept MDR for debit card transaction
greater than 2,000/-, the Axis Bank payment gateway facility will be discontinued
with such sub-merchant, to safeguard the interest of the customer.
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Differential MDR and Interchange : Pricing, Convenience,
Impact & Execution
In this section, we bring forward the reasons for higher MDR on credit card as
opposed to other digital payment instruments by comparing the costs to a Bank for
credit card vs debit card (as an example).
The list below showcases the broad components that go into each rupee spent done
by the customer and its applicability to a debit / credit card payment mode.

Sr.
No.
A
B
C
D
E

Cost Aspect
Transaction Cost
Rewards Cost
Cost of Funds
Credit Loss
Other Costs

Credit Card
√
√
√
√
√

Debit Card
√
√
NA
NA
√

Prima facie, the following points should be noted:
1. The biggest chunk of the costs i.e. Cost of Funds & Cost of Credit are not even
applicable to a debit cards which justifies the lower MDR rates for debit cards and
similarly other debit based digital payment instruments. It is important to note that
these 2 cost components put together account for over 50% of the total transaction
costs.
2. If we further compare the rest of the 3 cost components (A, B &E) applicable to
both credit & debit card transactions; the costs of credit card transactions are almost
twice of debit cards. The reasons include, significantly higher benefits being given to
customers in the form of rewards & delights, higher costs of transaction processing
and other associated charges. Approximate values provided in Annexure A
The above pointers justify the higher MDR rates of credit card transactions.
Moreover, the risk undertaken by the Banks in credit cards is quite significant and
over & above these costs.
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An important aspect that can be further looked upon is the benefits bought to the
merchant by enabling digital transactions. These include:
a. Cost of Cash management i.e. 1-1.4% of revenue for micro, small & medium
enterprises
b. At an even more macro level – ~1.7% of GDP including associated entities like,
Banks, Central Bank and household
It would be a fair point to say that these cost save to the merchant / economy could
have been the same if the transactions were done using Debit or other digital
payment instruments like BHIM-UPI. However, the following points need to be
looked at while drawing a conclusion:
a. Credit Cards are preferred payment instrument by customers over debit cards. For
example, average number of transactions done by a Debit card is 0.4 vs that of Credit
Card to be at 3.4 per month
b. Customers spend higher amounts with credit cards purchases which results in
higher sales for merchants adding to their profitability. For example, average ticket
size of Debit card transaction is Rs. 1435 vs that of Credit Card to be at Rs. 3539.
Similarly if we look at UPI transactions the average ticket size is Rs. 1634.
We further draw reference towards differential interchange applied on small &
medium merchants. In this context, it is prudent to note that interchange in credit
cards is defined by the merchant category and not as per the merchant size i.e. they
remain constant for a particular merchant category. For example, if the merchant
has been assigned a merchant category code of grocery, the interchange shall
remain same irrespective of the size of the merchant. On having lower interchange
for government bodies, utilities, schools, post office etc.; the idea is to promote
digital payments across these categories as they are basic needs of the consumer.
Overall, credit card business is a four party model including merchant, acquiring
bank, network & issuer bank. Spends and engagement levels within this business are
extremely beneficial to all the parties. Therefore, altering this by passing the credit
fee to customer instead has not been done across globe.
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Asset Light Pricing
Details
Domestic Transaction
Processing Cost
Asset Cost (in Rs.)
Monthly Rental to merchant
(in Rs.)

POS

QR

14 bps - 15 Bps
5,000 – 13,000

13 bps - 14 Bps
-

250 – 1,000

-

While QR payment infrastructure is light on pockets as compared to PoS, the cost of
transaction for both payment modes is nearly the same.
Whereas PoS merchants are required to pay rental to bank towards the terminal
installed at their establishment to accept card payments. Bank passes the benefit of
low cost of QR infrastructure to said set of merchants by not charging any asset
rental.
Annexure A
Cost components (range)
Cost of Funds (annualized)
Credit Loss (annualized)
Transaction Charges (% of
spends)
Rewards (% of spends)
Others (% of spends)

Credit Card
7.00% - 8.00%
2.00% - 4.00%
0.40% - 0.45%

Debit Card
0.30% - 0.35%

0.10% - 2.00%
0.55% - 0.60%

0.02% - 0.50%
0.18% - 0.20%

Author’s rejoinder
1. The bank explains the incorrect practice of surcharge and why it happened. Through
an example it explains the modulus operandi which led to an inappropriately extorted
surcharge of Rs 94 for a transaction of Rs 10,000.
2. For efficient and cost effective deliveries of services to their customers, banking
companies resort to outsourcing, e.g. cash management for ATM, or IT systems
development/maintenance, or opening of bank account and providing banking service
under a business correspondence (BC) model. The liability of delivering services to
their customers, within the laid down rules, however, rests with the company.
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3. Ideally, through capacity building, the bank can gear up its resources and provide
direct service to their customers. However, if it turns out to be more efficient and cost
effective, banks resort to outsourcing with full liability on the deliverables continuing
to rest with them. Accordingly, proper audit and control processes are put in place to
check the outsourced activity. For example, a BC cannot charge a bank‟s customer in
excess of the rates prescribed by the bank. If the BC does charge more, the
responsibility to its customers for the BC‟s wrong doing rests solely with the bank.
4. The digital payment space, at the basic level, comprises of five players – card
holders, merchants, issuing bank, acquiring banks and card payment networks. Within
these players the service can be availed and provided. For improvement in efficiency,
in case we bring in more players, that should be within the given cost structure of the
ecosystem. Banks should not create layers that add to the costs of the digital payments
ecosystem, making it expensive for end users.
5. The relationship between a bank (highly regulated entity) and a payment
facilitator/aggregator (unregulated entities within the regulated space) should be
symbiotic whereby not only banks and aggregators gain but the penetration of digital
acceptability also grows. With a growing pie, every entity‟s share enlarges. However,
contrastingly, rather than a symbiotic relation, if the aggregators become parasitic and
feed on to the system by adding to its cost, it will not only hurt the banks and their
customers, but will also lead to loss of trust in digital acceptability. This will be a
retrograde step, negating all the efforts government has put in towards promotion of
payments through cards and digital means.
6. The responsibility to curtail such cost escalations should lie with the entity that has
brought the intermediaries in or are functioning with them. If banks are doing business
with them then banks have to own the responsibility. In June 2016 RBI‟s Payment and
Settlement Systems in India VISION-2018 document, mooted the idea of regulating the
payment facilitators/aggregators and the payment gateway service providers. Recently,
RBI‟s February 2019 Statement on Developmental and Regulatory Policies reiterated
the need of regulating such entities and indicated that a discussion paper on the same
will be placed in the public domain for consultation with the stakeholders.
7. Three years back the Government of India issued an advisory that all merchants
(irrespective of the merchant type) should bear the cost of accepting digital payments.
This was in addition to rules already imposed by card payment networks onto their
banks. If the banking industry (or the merchant community) felt otherwise, they could
have contested it rather than proactively allowing such surcharges in connivance with
the merchants that too in an uncontrolled fashion. Our report, has tried to analyse this
aspect and found that some sort of surcharging may be in the interest of the payment
system provided it is restricted only to credit cards.
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8. It is true that altering the benefits of free credit, in case of credit cards, by passing the
credit fee to the credit card user instead has not been done across globe. However, it is
also true that no country has an economy like India where (i) the government has issued
an advisory of no surcharging digital payments; and (ii) the credit cost in a credit card
(vis-à-vis debit cards) is significantly higher and of the order of 9-12% per annum.
Even though in a country like United States that has very low credit costs, surcharging
credit card payments in the hands of the merchants is allowed in majority of states, for
India, to protect the interests of the merchants and consumers, we propose freedom to
surcharge credit card payments to the extent of credit cost only and that too in the
hands of the issuer banks.
-----x-----
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